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PREFACE

This guidelines document is one of the their agreement with aspects of the
major products. resulting from the Pilot Training Investigation Project,
Pilot Training Investigation Project. this report or other reports of the
An important element of the success of project.
this applied research project lies in
the involvement of the maritime indus- A special note of appreciation must be
try, 'particularly the U.S. domestic given to Captain W. Lascelle (United
pilot community, throughout the vari- New York New Jersey Sandy Hook Pilot
ous stages of the project. Several Association,) and Captain J. Bradley

-! piloting organizatic. is and individual (Pilot Association for the Bay and
pilots~provided assistance to the pro- River Delaware) for their assistance,
ject, and hence indirectly to the de- particularly during the design and
velopment of these guidelines. The conduct of the experimental training
insights and information they prov-ided program at CAORF, upon which much of
greatly assisted in the conduct of the the information contained in the
project. The authors would like to guidelines is based. Captain Lascelle
express their thanks to the following and Captain Bradley should also' be
organization.s for the cooperation, thanked for their careful review of
hospitality and insight provided by relevant concepts and materials
their representatives: throughout the project. It should be

noted that this report represents the
* United New York .New Jersey Sandy authors' findings and recommendations,

Hook Pilot Association which may or may not reflect the views
* Pilot Association for the Bay and of these two individuals.

River Delaware
* Charleston (S.C.) Branch Pilot As- A special debt of gratitude must also

sociation be acknowledged to Captain C. DeBoer
* Tampa Bay Pilots (Rotterdam Pilots) who provided the
SCrescent River Port Pilots project team with a wealth of informa-
* CorpusChristi Pilots tion on pilot simulator training, in-
* San Francisco Bar Pilots cluding the opportunity to observe
* Jacobsen Pilot Service first-hand the simulator training of

a Northeast Pilot Association Dutch pilots.
V Houston Pilots

* a 'Rotterdam (Netherlands) Pilots Finally, the authors would like to
a Maritin Research Institute Nether- thank the Government's project mana-

"lands gers, Dr. J. Gardenier (U.S. Coast
* Bremen Nautical School Guard) and Mr. J. Puglisi (Maritime
o Hamburg Polytechnic Administration), and the U.S. Coast
o Brotherhood of German Pilots Guard project monitor LCDR 0. Naccara
* Exxon U.S.A. for their guidance, assistance, and

timely contributions to the success of
It should be noted that participation the project.b~by these organizations does not imply

U.*
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND pilots have participated in simulator
training at the 'Bremen Nautical

In recent years shiphandling/ship School. This training started in
bridge simulators have emerged as a September 1978. The German pilots
potentially valuable training device also train on the shiphandling/ship
for developing selected skills for a bridge simulator at the Hamburg
variety of mariners. Several com- Polytechnic.
panies, such as Exxon and Shell, have
ongoing simulator training programs Tho number of training facilities
for their deck officers. Maritime offering shiphandling/ship bridge
unions, such as the International simulator training within the U.S. and
Organization of Masters, Mates and abroad has been increasing steadily.
Pilots (MMP) and the District 2 - In this country, Marine Safety Inter-
Marine Engineers Beneficial Associa- national (MS1; has been training deck
tion - Associated Maritime Officers officers since 1976. Ship Analytics
(MEBA-AMO), have acquired or are pre- began using its simulator for training
sently acquiring simulator-based in 1980. The full mission simulator
training facilities for utilization by at the MMP's Maritime Institute of
their members. The U.S. Merchant Training and Graduate Studies (MITAGS)
Marine Academy now has a required became operational in 1982, while the
simulator-based training course for MEBA-AMO simulator is scheduled to go
their deck cadets. I, addition, the on-line later this year. This modest,
U.S. Coast Guard Academy, the various but steady increase in the number of
state maritime academies, and the U.S. simulator training facilities, and
Navy are also investigating simulator hence the availability of this type of
training as a supplement to their tra- training is expected to continue over
ditional training techniques. the next several years.

Successfu ,  simulator-based training The reception of the . simulator-based
programs for pilots have been in oper- training concept anong U.S. pilots has
ation in both the Netherlands and been mixed for a variety of reasons.
Germany for a number of years. In the However, there does appear to be a
Netherlands, all Rotterdam/ Europort constituency which believes that simu-
pilots, prior to piloting VLCC's with lators do have a role in tne pilot
drafts over 57 feet, receive simulator training process although. they are not
training at the Netherldnds Ship Model sure exactly what that role should
Basin (NSMB) in Wageningen. This be. The U.S. Coast Guard has taken
training has been conducted since the position of encouraging pilots to
1975. It has recently been expanded "...give consideration to the use of
to include deep draft pilots from the simulators in the pilot training pro-
port of Ymuiden. In Germany, cess" without defining the specific
Wilhelmshaven, Bremerhaven, and Bremen training that should be considered or

I {- 1



the potential license credit that may of pilots on a simulator. During this
be available (Federal Register, 1983). research simulator-based training was

found to have potential for pilots.
1.2 CAORF RESEARCH PROJECT Such training was found to be effec-

tive for several areas of piloting
During the past several years,' the skills, and for pilots with limited
Maritime Administration and the U.S. experience and extensive experience.
Coast Guard have sponsored a research The findings further suggest that the
program at the Computer Aided Research skills for which a simulator would be
Facility (CAORF) to investigate a most effectively used may differ based
number of issues relating to the pro- on the extent of an individual's

* per role of simulators in the training 'piloting experience. The 'description
process of deck officers.' This re- of this experiment together with the
search program has completed the fol- detailed anaiysis and findings, is
l,)wing: reported in Experimental Evaluation

of Simulator-based Training for Marine
Compiled an extensive information Pilots (Hammell, Gynther, and
base relating todeck officer tasks, Pittsley, 1984).
treining objectives, ' simulator char-
acteristics, and training programs

This guidelines document is a major
e Empirically investigated the effec- product of the Pilot Training Investi-

tiveness of different simulator gation Project. It provides guidance
characteristics for training senior information regarding the design and
deck officers and maritime academy use of simulator-based training sys-
cadets. tems for pilots. The information con-

tained in the guidelines is based on
e Developed guidelines to be used by the analysis and findings of the Pilot
mariners for the design and use of Training Experiment conducted on the
simulator-based shiphandling train- CAORF simulator, and the overall in-
ing systems for senior deck officers formation generated during this multi-
and maritime academy cadets. phase research program, tailored

specifically to the issues relevant to.
This CAORF research has generated sub- piloting.
stantial information showing that
shiphandling/ship bridge simulators
have both strengths and limitations as 1.3 REPORT OBJECTIVES
training devices. They are beneficial
for assisting students to acquire These pilot training system guidelines
selected, but not all, mariner are modeled.after' the similar set of
skills. They should generally be guidelines previously developed under
viewed as a supplement to, not a this program for senior level deck
replacement for, traditional training officers.. These previously developed
methods. guidelines documents have been used by

the U.S. Coast Guard to determine
The effectiveness of shiphandling course approvals for partial licensing
simulators to assist pilots in improv- credit. These guidelines are also
ing their proficiency, as mentioned intended as a consumers guide for the
earlier, has been questioned in the operational pilot, and piloting or-
U.S. Hence, this research program was ganizations, not the simulator de-
extended to investigate the training signer. Their purpose is to educate

2



pilots within the United Statcs as pilot associations attempting to de-
regards the potential of the ship- fine how simulators could improve or
handling/ship bridge simulator for use refine their existing training pro-
as a training supplement. This guide grams.
has the following objectives:

Chapter 3 of this report contains
* Document relevant information con- guidance with regard to the three

cerning shiphandling/ship bridge major elements of ,a simulator-based
simulator-based training for pilots, training system: the simulator, the

training program, and the instructor.
* Provide the potential user of For each of 'these major elements, a

simulator-based training at the number of critical characteristics
pilot level with information to (e.g., horizontal field of view) are
assist in the identification and defined and discussed as they relate
evaluation' of the benefits to be to the training of pilots. In addi-
derived from a given training system tion, where appropriate, alternative
(i.e., simulator, training program). levels of these characteristics (e.g.,

60, 120, and 240 degrees) are also
* Provide recommendations to assist identified and discussed. This sec-

piloting organizations in effective- tion, attempts to provide the inter-
ly developing and using simulator- ested pilL or pilot association with
based training programs. a basic understanding of the relevant

technical aspects -of simulators and
e Guide Coast Guard approval of simulator-based training.

courses for partial licensing credit..
Finally, Chapter 4 of the report con-1.4 REPORT ORGANIZATION tains sets of recommended and minimum
training system characteristics forChapter 2 of this report identifies a each of the ten training modules/skilE

number of specific pilot skills that categories identified in Chapter 2.
should be ronsidered for acquisition This section should be particularly
or enhancement via simulator-based helpful to pilots or pilot associa-
training. These skills were identi- tions when evaluating a given facili-
fied as a result of the analysis con- ty's capability for training selected
ducted during preparations for the piloting skills prior to enrollment of, Pilot Training Experiment on the CAORF students; or when developing an effec-
simulator. This section should be tive simulator-based training program
particularly helpful to pilots and to supplement existing programs.

J
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CHAPTER 2

CANDIDATE TRAINING MODULES FOR MARINE PILOT SIMULATOR TRAINING

2.1 GENERAL identify them, together with the con-
sistency of findings pertaining to

As outlined in' the previous section, these two modules and the findings of
-the evidence presently available from earlier research in this program, sug-
several sources indicates that pilots gest that the' remaining modules can be
can derive benefit from simulator- recommended with a good degree of con-
based training. This statement does fidence. It should be noteu that not
not imply that present proficiency al modules will be apprupriate for
levels are inadequate or that tradi- ali pilots. Several apply only to
tional training methods are obsolete. apprentice pilots; some apply only to
Rather, it simply mearis that pilots experienced pilots; several apply to
can improve selected skills via pro- pilots at any level. Paragraph 2.4
perly designed and properly conducted identifies, describes, and discusses
simulator-based training. As a re- each of these ten modules in detail.
sult, the simulator-based training
device should b2 considered by pilots It should be noted that, throughout
and pilot associations as a possible the project,, the project team estab-
training medium within their 'available lished and maintained a working rela-
repertoire. The purpose of this sec- tionship with the pilot community.
tion of the report is to assist irter- During the early stages of the re-
ested parties in identifying the pilot search, the project team visited the

'.'" ~ skills that should be considered for following U.S. ports for the purpose
acquisition and enhancement' via simu- of discussing the project with pilots
lator-based training, and gathering relevant information:

2.2 APPROACH e New Orleans
- New York

Ten training modules, each addressing * Houston
different areas of piloting skills, o Philadelphia
have been identified. These are a * Providence
'result of the analysis conducted dur- * Tampa

ing the preparations for the Pilot
Training Experiment. Empirical data Members of the project team also
collected during that analysis has visited the Dutch and German facili-

1 shown the simulator-based training can ties presently involved in training
improve proficiency for the skills pilots as noted in Paragraph 1.1. The
addressed oy two of the modules -- insight obtained from these discus-
Advanced Instrumentation, and Emer- sions with both training facility per-
gency Shiphandling. Although hard sonnel and European pilots, who had
data has not been generated regarding participated in simulator training,
the remaining eirht modules, the high- was a welcomed source of information
ly structured analysis process used to for this research effort. It was par-

5



ticularly helpful in the design and training in a generic port nas proven
conduct of' the. experimental training !ighly satisfactory in this study and
program at CAORF. in some European 'experience'. It has

several attractions over modeling many
Two senior, experienced pilots, one specific ports:
from the United New York New Jersey
Sandy Hook Pilot Association' and the
other from the Pilot Association for 1. Costs of the, generic port aata base
the Bay 'and River Delaware, were re- can be spread over more pilot
tained as consultants. These indivi- trainees.
duals provided the project team with
invaluable technical information on 2. Pilots are not tempted to focus on

7. pilotina, including the concerns of minor, discrepancies between the
pilots as regards simulator training. simulation and "their" port.
Finally, twelve pilots from eight dif-
ferent piloting organizations partici- 3. Pilots may be less threatened by
pated in the project's experimental the possibility of making an error
training program, assisted in its during training if that "error"
evaluation and provided information does not occur in "their port."
relevant to the development of these
guidelines. it is believed that this 4. Bringing pilots of varying experi-
extensive liaison with the pilot' com- ence and locales together enables
.unity has provided a solid basis for valuable interchange of ideas.
tile development of a document that
wo:ild be useful to those pilots and 5. A generic port can be "fine-tuned",
pilot, associations considering ship- for a problem to aid specific
handling/ship bridge simulators , for training objectives. Doing the
traiiing purposes. same to a real port invites criti-

cism for "not being real."
2.3 GENERIC VERSUS PORT-SPECIFIC

TRAINING 6. A generic port can have high rele-
vance to specific ports if its

Marine pilot expertise is focused on problems are realistically based on
two subjects: detailed local know- conditions which occur in the real
ledge and precision ship control. ports the pilots come from. (Prob-
Simulator-based training can help lems should be designed with that
apprentices in both aspects, but can- in mind.)
not be expected to improve exoerienced
pilots' local knowledge. Even for
aoprentices, existing training pro- Finally, there is no intent to dis-
grams seem adequate for imparting courage the use of specific port data
local knowledge; the benefits of bases for simulator-based training of
shifting some or all of such training pilots where such is clearly desired
to a simulator are not clear except in ana affordable. Rather this discus-
cases of new ports or where channels sion is intended to clarify the .advan-
in an existing port are being signifi- tages of generic ports for pilot
cantly re-engineered. Then simulator training despite the fact that they do
training can help prepare all pilots not simulate the pilots' specifi'c
for the new situation. locd ca.

6



2.4 CANDIDATE MODULES training for emergencies occurs due to
the high cost and high risk involved

The following training modules have in utilizing actual vessels. Both
been identified as having potential Dutch' and German pilots train for
for pilot simulator training. While emergency situations on their respec-
reviewing these modules, the reader tive simulators. Emergency situations
should keep in mind three points, as used here involve not only steering
First, an individual, pilot's experi- or propulsion power casualties, but
ence and local piloting conditions also difficult or unusual maneuvers'
will impact the relevance of each that would only be attempted in an
module for him. The recommended ex- emergency situation, such as turning
perience level for each simulator the ship around in a narrow channel
training module has been indicated without tugs. Once individuals have
after the title of each module. acquired the desired emergency ship-
Second, the training modules listed handling skills, refresher training at
represent the majority of skill areas periodic intervals may be desirable
that appear appropriate for simulator since, during normal piloting there is
training at its present 'level of tech- usually little opportunity to practice
nological development. As ship- and maintain such skills. The follow-
handling/ship bridge simulators im- ing are examples of the behavioral
prove additional training modules, content of several training objectives
such as berthing 'and unberthing large that appear appropriate for emergency
vessels, may become appropriate. shiphandling:
Third, these training modules may be
administered as individual training
programs. or selected modules may be a Demonstrate proficiency in handling
structured as units within a larger selected vessels during a crash
training program. This would natural- stop within confined channels under
ly depend on the specific needs of the various operational conditions.
students and the specific capabili-
ties/constraints imposed by the train- 0 Demonstrate proficiency in turning
ing facility. Guidance regarding the around selected vessels within a
recommended minimum simulator charac- confined channel under various
,teristics, training program structure, operational conditions.
and instructor qualifications for each
training module is provided in Para- * Demonstrate proficiency in handling
graphs 3.?, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively, selected vessels after a loss or
The ten modules recommended as appro- degradation of propulsion power
priate for the simulator-based train- within confined channels under
ing of pilots are summarized in Figure various operational conditions.
1. A description of each module
follows. e Demonstrate proficiency in handling

selected vessels after a loss or
2.4.1 Emergency Shiphandling (All degradation of steering within con-

Pilot Levels) fined channels under various opera-
tional conditions.

The skills relating to the handling of'
vessels, particularly large vessels, * Demonstrate proficiency in handling
under emergency conditions fall into a selected vessels when placed in
category that is a prime candidate for various unusual operational condi-
simulater-based training. It is gen- tions. These unusual conditions
erally recognized that little at-sea shall include as a minimum:

7
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1. Unanticipated channel restric- which included emergency shiphandling
tions or obstructions training, employed a generic data base.

2. Serious misunderstand ngs in the
pilothouse 2.4.2 Shiphandling (Apprentice Pilots)

3. Extremis traffic situations
A principal advantage of simulator-

It should be noted that "emergency based training systems over at-sea
shiphandlingn as envisioned in this training lies in the degree of control
training module involves the execution that can be exerted over the training
of selected shiphandling maneuvers in process. Exercises can be structured
emergency or unusual operational con- to emphasize specific shiphandling
ditions. The emphasis is envisioned principles. They can be repeated or
to be on the proper execution of se- manipulated as appropriate to allow
lected maneuvers, not the early detec- the trainees to more rapidly under-
tion of a problem, the identification/ stand the concepts invclved. As a

evaluation of alternative solutions, result of participating in simulator-
and the selection of the appropriate based training, it is anticipated that
shiphandling action. It is antici- apprentices may be able to derive
pated that these aspects of the pilot- greater benefit from later at-sea
ing process be addressed during the transits. A second advantage of
Restricted Water Decisionmaking simulator-based training is better
Module. It is also recommended that control by the school or pilot asso-
apprentice pilots completely master ciation of each apprentice's pro-
all normal shiphandling skills prior gress. Simulator-based training can
to enrolling *in an' emergency ship- accommodate the focusing of drill on
handling training program. weak areas more easily than can be,

accomplished at sea. The following

Care should be exercised when select- are good examples of specific simu-
ing emergency maneuvers to be executed lator-oriented training objectives
on the simulator. It should be veri- which are useful forapprentice pilots.
fied that the particular training sys-
tem car, handle satisfactorily all * Effectively determine safe vessel
anticipated hydrodynamic effects, speed when handling a variety of
anchor forces, tug forces, etc. vessel types and sizes under vari-

Specific maneuvers may require a ous operational conditions.
degree of simulation fidelity that has
not been adequately developed and * Effectively maneuver a variety of
tested by the training facility. It vessel types and sizes in order tc
is recommended that several senior maintain a dead-reckoning (DR)
pilot from the association check out track under various operational
the exercises to ensure that such conditions.
effects are satisfactory for the
training purposes envisioned. 9 Effectively maneuver a variety of

vessel types and sizes in order to
Successful emergency shiphandling avoid collision and pass at a safe
training can occur in a generic data distance with other traffic under

base, although a port-specific data various operational conditions.
base .may be required for special
training requirements as identified by e Effectively maneuver a variety of
individual pilot associations. The vessel types and sizes when meeting
experimental CAORF training program, or overtaking other vessels within

9



f..confined channels under various be considered as a particularly appro-

operational conditions. priate vehicle for such training, pro-
vided that adequate ship motion study

9 Safely anchor a variety of vessel has been completed to allow realistic
types and sizes under various modelling of the specific ship class
operational conditions. involved. Caution should be exercised

that the hydrooynamic and aerodynamic
It should be noted that skills involv- models for the vessel have been vali-
ing the berthing and unberthing of dated in a prudent manner. It may be
vessels have been specifically omitted desirable to request the assistance of
from the above listing. The proper pilots from other associations who
training of these skills require spe- have handled the actual vessel to
ctal design considerations which are check-out the vessel's response on the
not normally incorporated in present particular simulator being considered
shiphandling/ship bridge simulators for the training.
(see discussions concerning horizontal
and vertical field-cf-view in Para- In certain ports, the mix of ship
graph 3.2.1). types may be such that the pilot asso-
Iciation may consider it desirable to
It is anticipated that numerous ship- train and designate a subset of pilots
handling training objectives for for handling one type of vessel that
apprentice pilots can be accomplished may be particularly- difficult or dan-
within a generic data base. However, gerous. Once again shiphandling/ship
individual pilot associations may bridge simulator appears particularly
identify special training requirements well-suited for such training. The
that may necessitate the use of a Dutch pilots follow this procedure for
port-speCific data base. It should be the ULCC's (draft greater than 57
noted that a port-specific data, base feet) which enter Rotterdam.
need encompass only those areas of the
port which are pertinent for the The following are example of the be-
desired training, havioral content of several training

* objectives that should be considered
2.4.3 Vessel Characteristics for the simulator-based training of

(Experienced Pilots) specific vessel characteristics:

Periodically vessels with unusual * Demonstrate proficiency in assess-
size, unusual handling cnracteris- ing the impact of various loading/
tics, or unusual risk commence trade ballast conditions on the maneuver-
through various U.S. ports. The ing characteristics of selected
characteristics of. such' vessels may vessels.
differ from those of vessels that have

. traditionally entered the port such e Demonstrate proficien 6 in assess-
that it may be advartageous for the ing the impact of. various water
pilot association to consider a train- depth conditions on' the maneuvering
ing program for acclimating their characteristics of selected vessels.
members to these new ships prior to
their initial pilotage. Liquefied * Demonstrate proficiency in assess-
natural gas (LNG) vessels are one ship ing the impact of various wind and
type that may fall into this category current :onditions on the maneuver-
for many pilot associations. A ship- ing characteristics of selected
handling/ship bridge simulator should vessels.

10 -
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* Demcnstrate proficiency in assess- not be trained to expect support from
ing the impact of various bark con- the ship's crew, but neither should
figurations on. the maneuvering they neglect or feel threatened 'by
characteristics of selected vessels, such support wh'r, it is available.
eeySimulator training programs with the

9• Demonstrate proficiency in assess- following types of objectives may be
ing the impact of various anchor one means of attaining the proper
and tug forces on the maneuvering level of awareness:
characteristics of selected vessels.

Once again, although it may be desir- Familiarize oneself with the fol-
able, a oort-specific data base does lowing characteristics of the ves-
not appear to be required for training sel in a timely and effective man-
vessel characteristics. Of course, ner upon boarding:
each pilot association should analyze
and establish its own training re- - Vessel draft
quirements. - Vessel handling characteristics

- Type, capability, and operation-
2.4.4 Pilothouse Procedures al status of engineering plant

(Apprentire Pilots) - Location and operational status
of critical pilothouse equipment

Pi-lot associations should consider
simulator training as a viable means
of Rnsuring that apprentices acquire * Conduct pretransit discussions with
proper pilothouse procedures. The the master in a timely and effec-
training control which can be offered tive' manner in order to agree upon
by the simulator allows the apprentice the essential features and relevant
pilot's interaction with a variety of checkpoints of planned ship maneu-
masters and crews to be analyzed and vers. They shall include, but are
critiqued under selected conditions, not limited to:
In recent years, there har been con-
siderable emphasis for employing simu- - Docking instructions
lators to eliminate "competent error" - Ship speed/ETA
by encouraging ship crews 'to actively - Navigational hazards
sdpport and verify the pilot's naviga- - Piloting 'strategies
tion of the vessel. "Competent error" - Use of tugs
is the concept that even a highly pro- - Use of docking pilots
ficient individual can make mistakes - Availability of line handlers at
and that the safety of a vessel should berth
not rest solely on the perception and
judgement of the individual directing * ComTunicate wi th tr~e master and

* the movements of the vessel. Rather, crew in a timely ana effective man-
the navigation process should be ner during the transit under a
checked by several people, one cf whom variety of operational conditions.
should recognize and call attention to These conditions shall include as a
a possible hazard before it became minimum:
catastrophic. Simulator training pro-
grams for ship's personnel in "bridge - Propulsion power failure
Team Training" and "Navigation, Manage- - Steering failure
ment" are becoming more common. From - Crew with a limited understand-
the pilot's perspective, pilots should ing of the English language
" 11
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e Verify in a timely manner the exe- speed and docking logs under a
cution of his helm 'and engine variety of operational conditions.
orders under various operational
conditions. s Demonstrate proficiency in inter-

preting and utilizing the informa-
* Encourage the ship's crew to moni- tion provided by various rate-of-

tor the vessel's position during turn indicators under a variety uf
the transit and report significant operational conditions.
deviations from the intended track.

9 Demonstrate proficiency in inter-
It is anticipated that successful preting and utilizing the informa-
training in these skills may be accom- tion provided by various precision
plished within a generic data base, electronic navigation systems
althcugh a port-specific data base (e.g., LORAN C piloting display)
would be desirable. Care should be under a variety of operational con-
exercised that the s'cenarios presented ditions.
using the generic data base are rele-
vant to those encountered within a It should again be noted that while
pilot's own port'. training in port-specific geographic

data base may be desired, it is not
2.4.5 Advanced Instrumertation (All required for effective training of

Pilot Levels) these skills. The experimental CAORF
training program, which included

Pilots can benefit from simulatcr- Advanced Instrumentation training.
based training that addresses the successfully employed a generic data
application of recently developed base.
electronic navigation aids. Examples
of such aids, for which simulator- 2.4.6 Restricted Water Navigation
based training may be helpful, include (Apprentice Pilots)

Nthe rate-of-turn indicator, doppler
speed log, and racon. Both the Shiphandling/ship bridge simulators
Wageningen (the Netherlands) and may also be appropriate for training
Bremen (Germany) facilities address apprentice pilots specific navigation
advanced instrumentation in their skills. The presence or absence of
marine pilot simulator training pro- previous experience by the appren-
grams. The results of the CAORF Pilot tices, however, may affect the type of
Training Experiment also support this simulation required. If they do not
application. The following are exam- have previous at-sea experience, the
ples of the behavioral content of acquisition of restricted water navi-
several training objectives for this gation skills via simulator training

, area of training: within a generic port data base may be
4 acceptable. If they do have previous

* Demonstrate proficiency in inter- at-sea experience (e.g., former deck
preting and utilizing the informa- officers), then such simulator-based
tion provided by various radar and training would probably have to occur
collision avoidance systems under a within an appropriate port-specific
variety of operational conditions. data base. This would add substan-

tially to the cost of the training as
* Demonstrate proficiency in inter- discussed in Paragraph 2.3, thus mak-

preting and utilizing the informa- ing the acquisition of such skills via
tion provided by various doppler simulator less attractive. Examples

* "12



of the benavioral content of represen- content of representative training
tative training objectives for this objectives include:
area of pilot simulator training may
include: * Demonstrate proficiency in the ap-

plication of the appropriate rules-

Effectively employ appropriate of-the-road when in a meeting situ-
dead-reckoning techniques under a ation under a variety of opera-
variety of operational conditions. tional conditions.

* Effectively employ appropriate e Demonstrate proficiency in the ap-
visual position-fixing techniques plication of the appropriate rules-
when employing various charted and of-the-road when in a crossing
uncharted aids to navigation under situation under a variety of opera-
a variety of operational conditions. tional conditions.

14 Effectively employ appropriate a Demonstrate proficiency in the ap-
radar navigation techniques under a plication of the appropriate rules-
variety of'operational conditions. of-the-road when in an overtaking

situation under a variety of opera-
* Effectively employ appropriate tional conditions.

depth soundings under a variety of
operational conditions. * Demonstrate proficiency in the ap-

plication of appropriate rules-of-
. Effectively employ appropriate the-road when in "special circum-

electronic navigation systems stances" under a variety of opera-
(e.g., LORAN C) under a variety of tional conditions.
operational conditions.

e Effectively integrate navigation 2.4.8 Vessel-to-Vessel Communications
information from multiple sources (Apprentice Pilots)
to determine and monitor ownship
position during a transit under a The proper procedures and effective
variety of operational conditions. utilization of vessel-to-vessel com-

munications is another skill area in
2.4.7 Rules of the Road (Apprentice which simulators appear to have poten-

Pilots) tial for apprentice pilots. Obvious-
The ly, the final adaptation of vessel-to-
The application of rules-of-the-road vessel communications procedures to a
is another area in which simulator- particular locale should be accom-

. based training for pilots may be plishea at-sea in the specific pilot-
desirable. This training would pro- age area. However, simulator training
bably be most applicible for appren- may be appropriate for the initial
tice pilots. Application of the acquisition of basic skills such as
Inland Rules and the International proper use of the radiotelephone in
Rules could probably be satisfactorily order to ensure a solid foundation for
accomplished within a generic port these 'important skills.. This may be
oata base. However, application of particularly true for those appren-

* these rules in light of local traffic tices who have not had previous at-sea
conditions and customs would obviously experience. Examples of the behavior-

require an appropriate port-specific al content of representative training
database. Examples of the behavioral objectives include:

13



* Demonstrate proficiency in the use the status ano intended actions of
of the ship whistle for maneuvering ownship and another vessel, which
and warning signals under a variety is preparing to depart its berth or
of operational situations, anchorage.

* Demonstrate proficiency in the pro- Demonstrate proficiency in the ex-
per monitoring of the required VHF change of relevant information on
communications frequencies under a the status and intended actions of
variety of operational situations. ownship and another vessel, which

are projected to meet or overtake
* Demonstrate proficiency in the pro- each other in an inappropriate sec-

per use of VHF communications for tion of the channel.
collision avoidance in a variety of
operational situations. s Demonstrate proficiency in the ex-

change of relevant information o
e Demonstrate proficiency in the pro- the intended actions of ownship and

per use of VHF communications for another vessel 'in a variety of
vessel traffic services ina varie- extremis situations.
ty of 'operational situations.

2.4.10 Restricted Waters Decision-
2.4.9 Advanced Vessel-to-Vessel making (All Pilot Levels)

,.Communications (Experienced
Pilots) Discussions with many pilots have in-

dicated the importance of being able

A review of a number of accident ana- to rapidly respond to a Variety of
lyses indicate that vessel-to-vessel unanticipated problems, such as a yes-
communicat ions while not a probable sel unexpectedly departing from ancause of restricted water accidents anchorage and crossing ownship's bew.

have been identified as a contributing Often, sufficient time remains for the
cause of many accidents. As a result, pilot to avoid an emergency situation
it may be prudent for pilot associa- ... if he takes appropriate action attions to consider additional training an, early time. These types of situa-

in this skill area for their members. tions involve early detection of a
, During the experimental training pro- problem,. rapid assessment of the situ-

gram at CAORF, there were indications ation and alternative actions avail-
that benefits may be obtained, not able, selection of a course of action,
from additional radiotelephone proce- and effective implementation. This
dural training, but rather appropriate skill area appears very desirable for
instruction in the art of affirmative apprentices and limited experienced
'communications. The efficient and pilots since it apparently takes many
effective exchange of relevant infor- years of experience to develop these

' mation, 'particularly intended vessel skills for the wide range of situa-
actions, is important in order to tions that can be encountered within
minimize distractions and focus the any pilotage area. Simulator training
pilot's attention on the shiphandling may be an appropriate vehicle for (a)
problem at hand. Sample training ob- acquiring such skills without high
jectives for this area of training may risk or (b) reducing the amount of
include: time required to attain the desired

exposure to a variety of selected
e Demonstrate proficiency in the ex- operational problems. Refresher

change of relevant information' on training for experienced pilots as

14



regards these skills may also be ap- * Effectively respond to an unantici-
propriate, particularly in troublesome pated delay in the opening of achannel areas that are infrequently drawbridge under various operation-transited. a] conditions.

If a geographic data base of the * Effectively respond to a loss or'trainees own pilotage area is not degradation of propulsion poweremployed, then extreme care should be within .confined channels underexercised that the "selected opera- various operational conditions.
tional exercises" be similar to situa-
tions found within his pilotage area. It should be noted that the emphasis.This will ensure maxi-',m interest and of this training module is on themotivation by the tilnees during early detection of a problem, thetraining and also improve the poten- rapid identification/evaluation oftial transferability of the acquired alternative solutions, and the selec-
skills. tion of the appropriate Shiphandling

action. The emphasis is not envi-* Effectively respond to an unantici- sioned to be on shiphandlig-princi.
* pated vessel departing from an ples, although the proper applicationanchorage within a confined -channel of shiphandling principles 'would beunder various operational condi- critical in this module. It is recom-tions. mended that the trainees have a solid

foundation of shiphandling skills. Effectively respond to an unantici- prior to enrolling in this type ofpated vessel departing from a berth training. Successful completion ofwithin a confined channel under the previously noted shiphandling andvarious operationjl conditions., emergancy shiphandling training
modules may be an appropriate pre-
requisite for this training.

- 6
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CHAPTER 3

CRITICAL TRAINING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATOR a simulator; it does more than providi
TRAINING SYSTEM a setting for the practice of tasks

* It should be designed specifically t(
A simulator, such as the radar simula- enhance the training process. Th(
tor or the shiphandling/ship bridge complex simulator-based training sys-
simulator, is a device that duplicates tem should be viewed as being com-

*.limited aspects of' the real world. prised of three major elements as out-
The aspects of the real world neces- lined in Figure 2: (1) the simulator
sary for duplication depend on the design, (2) the training progran

. objectives of the training system, structure, and (3) the instructor
specifically the nature of -the skills qualifications.to be acquired or the types of tasks
to be performed. If only radar- Traditionally, the emphasis has been
related tasks are of interest, then on the design of the simulator, that
effective training may be accomplished is, the real world fidelity character-
via a radar simulator, which dupli- istics of the training device. Recent
cates tie hardware/control aspects of research has indicated that the tech-
the radar system as well as the visual niques employed by the instructor and
imagery of the radar display. How- the structure of the training program
ever, for the najority of shiphandling are as critical to an effective simu-

S tasks, which involve visual cues lator-based training program as the
external to ownship and a bridge fidelity of the simulator. it is
environment within. which several indi- important that the designers, opera-
viduals can interact, a considerably tors, and users of simulator-based
more sophisticated shiphandling/ship training become aware of the substan-
bridge simulator is required. Al- tial impact that thE non-simulatQr
though of greater sophistication and elements of the training system have
complexity, this simulator is also on the effectiveness of the training
limited with regard to the aspects of process.
the real world that it can duplicate.

From a training standpoint, the simu- Thi-s section of the report analyzes
lator enables the practice of tasks, and discusses in detail each of the
which may lead to the improvement of major elements of a simulator-based
skills. Practice is one important training system. The critical rharac-

-. element of, the training process. How- teristics within each major element
ever, other important elements of the are identified and appropriate guid-

*. training process also exist, such as ance is provided to assist individuals
providing feedback to the trainee re- interested in the design and evalua-
garding the outcome of his actions. tion of a simulator-based training
The training system is more than just system for pilots.
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I TRAINNG PROGRAM
SSTRUCTURE

SIMULATOR
OESIGN

OUALIPICATIONS

Figure 2. Majv- Elements of Simulator-based Training' System

. 3.2 SIMULATOR DESIGN * Availability

As previously noted, a simulator is a When designing or evaluating a simula-
device that duplicates limited aspects tor-based training system for pilots,
of the real world. Not all aspects of it is important that appropriate con-
the at-sea bridge environmeat need to sideration is given to each of these
be duplicated, just those aspects critical characteristics as outlined
which impact the performance of the in this report. However, particular
shiphandling 'tasks being addressed. emphasis should be placed on the
The following are the critical charac- quality of ownship characteristics and
teristics of a shiphandling/ship dynamics (see Paragraph 3.2.4). This
bridge simulator for which appropriate is an area that must be beyond
guidance is contained herein: reproach in order to ensure that the

simulator is accepted by pilots as a
* Visual scene valid training device.

- Geographic area
- Horizontal field-of-view 3.2.1 Visual Scene
- Vertical field-of-view
- Time of day This is the characteristic of a simu-
- Color visual scene lator that provides the trainee with
- Visual scene quality the visual conditions of a scenario

si Radar presentation external to ownship's pilothouse
* Bridge configuration (e.g., buoys, other ships, etc.). It
* Ownship characteristics and dynamics is usually the most expensive element
* Exercise control of a shiphandling simulator. Numerous
9 Traffic vessel control optical and engineering techniques are
* Training assistance technology available to generate a visual scene.
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These include projection of point Level I: No Land Mass. These dal
.light sources, shadow graphs, model bases employ scenarios in which lar
boards, filmstrips, and computer- s not visible in the visual scene.
generated graphics. The complexity Iimted number of traffic vessels ar
and accuracy contained in a visual buoys may be utilized to configur
scene relate very closely with total training exercises for a select(
simulator cost. Mariners tend to want training objective. For examplE
high fidelity visual scenes for real- stopping and turning a large vessE
ism. Research has indicated that a around within, a confined channel mz
very high level of fidelity is usually require only the buoyed channel in t
not required in the visual scene to visual scene. Water depth, current
eTfectively train the development of and wind should, of course, be set a
many shiphandling/navigation skills, appropriate for training. It shoul
although in some cases a high level of be noted that this is a minimum visua
fidelity may be required. A careful scene for the acquisition of a limite
analysis of ,the objectives to be number of piloting skills. The ke
accomplished and the associated requirement is that, sufficient visua
requirements for visual cues will pro- cues dre present with the traffic ves
vide valuable insight into the identi- sels and buoys.to conduct the desire
fication of a satisfactory visual training effectively.
scene for minimum cost. The following
discussion outlines several important Level II: Coastal. These dat
considerations in the design or evalu- bases employ scenarios in which dis
ation. of a shiphandling simulator's tant land, including prominent geo
visual scene. graphic features such as lighthouses

is available in the visual scene alon
Geographic Area with the buoyed channels and limite

number of traffic ships, discusse,
The type of geographic area selected above under Level I: No Land Mass.
should depend on the *types of scenar- corresponding radar presentation an-
ios needed to train the specific water depth data base may also bf
skills requied to achieve the program utilized as required by specifii
training objectives. The proximity to training objectives. This level woult
land of the scenario gaming areas be the minimum level for skill!
heavily impacts the design of the requiring visual information fror
simulator's visual scene. Generally land-based objects for determining cy
speaking, the closer the scenarios are assisting in the determination of th
to land the greater the investment geographic position, of, ownship. Ii
required to provide a quality visual would not suffice where additiona
scene. This appears to be true with navigation cues or scenario realisn
all the present visual, scene generat- (e.g., traffic ship backing fron
ing technologies, from point light berth) requires a greater proximity t(
sources to computer-generated land. It should be noted that thE
graphics. In addition, if the train- Dutch successfully train selectec

t ing objectives require the use of a emergency shiphahdling and advancec
port-'specific data base in lieu of a instrumentation training objectives
generic data base, the fidelity with a simulator that does not havE
requirements of the training system the capability of presenting land mass
may be impacted. Four alternate geo- close aboara in the visual 3cene.
graphic areas are specified below: "Close aboard" is used here to
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describe the presence of visible land intensity of navigational lights, the
at distances of less than 1.0 nm from degree of background lighting inter-
ownship. ference, etc

Level III: Restricted Waters- Horizontal Field-of-View
Generic. These data bases employ

" scenarios in which land mass and The horizontal field of view required
several traffic ships are present for a shiphandling/ship bridge simula-
close aboard. A complex environmental tor should depend on the specific
data base utilizing water depth, wind, objectives of the training, program.
and current may, also be utilized 'as If the visual cues required to ,xecute
required for specific training objec- a particular shiphandling maneiver are
tives. This level of' geographic area within a relatively narrow field of
would normally be required for the view, such as when training apprentice
more sophisticated pilot training ob- pilots, the skill of utilizing range
jectives. It 'would suffice for all lights, a reduced field of view is

. pilot training objectives except those satisfactory and may even be prefer-
. requiring a port-specific setting. It able since it artificially focuses the

should also be noted here that an trainee's attention on the required
effective means of simulating reduced visual cues. However, pruL(ent train-
visibility (i.e., fog) is desirable, ing practice would indicate that the

- when involved with restricted waters student should then be trained ir
scenarios, since it has been found to utilizing this skill under conditions
be a valuable technique for adjusting with operational noise and distrac-
the difficulty level of many training 'tions; for example, identifying the
scenarios. range lights and concentrating on them

among the background lights and dis-
Level IV: Restricted Waters - Port- tracting traffic vessel movement.
Specific. These data bases involve This type of training could then imply
the replication of selected areas a requirement for greater horizontal
within a particular waterway. It is field of view than that ilentified for
anticipated that, although desirable, the development of the baz:- skill.
they will be required only for special Consideration should a'so be given to
pilot training requirements. This the'utilization of a variable horizon-
level would not necessarily require a tal field of view in order to gain the

* greater simulator design capability training leverage discussed above.
than for the Restricted Waters -

Generic level. The 'principle economic The cost of a sriohandling/ship bridge
- drawback of port-specific data bases, simulator increast_ as the horizontal

as previously noted, is the develop- field of view ircreases. This in-
ment cost for separate data basQs for crease in cost resuli; not only from
each port area. It shculd also be increased projection . oipment costs
rioted that additional resources, but also from increased processing
beyond those required for a generic hardware and software costs. Utiliz-
data base, may 'be required to accu- ing simulators with higher initial
rately produce and maintain a satis-. cost may result in ircreased training
factory port-specific visual scene. ccsts for pilot asfJciations as the
This is due to the greater level of training facility attempts to generate
fidelity required for such items as an acceptable rate-of-return on it
the positioning of critical cues, the investment.
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Level I: Greater than 900, less handling tasks, such as overtaking
than 120o. Use of this horizontal vessels within confined channel
field of view may be satisfactory for where visual information abeam
training a limited number of specific abaft the beam is very critical.
shiphandling skiIs (e.g., range
lights, buoyed channels). It may also Level III: Greater than 24r
be satisfactory for training the ap- Us! of a horizontal field of view
plication of the rules of the road in this magnitude may be appropriate
meeting and fine crossing situations. the development of skills involvi
However, if it is employed in broader the following factors are deemed, to
crossing situations or overtaking important:
situations where visual contact is
lost with the traffic vessel, there a Vessel with pilothouse forwa
may be a danger that 'the trainees will (i.e.,.ore carriers)
have a tendency to neglect visual
information and rely heavily on radar e Use of rear ranges
in these types of scenarios. A ho-i-
zontal field of view of less than 120 e Use of visual bearings abaft +1
degrees is generally unacceptable for degrees relative (e.g., specTf
training skills that involve visual port requirement)
position fixing since adequate hori-
zontal angular separation of suitable One method of obtaining visual info
geographic points suitable for 'a mation aft without a 3600 horizont
visual fix can not be obtained except field-of-view is to utilize a sing
for possibly a few unique cases. In screen, or single monitor, in whi
this same light, sLch a limited hori- selected rear views are presented.
zontal field of view also precludes this method is employed, care shou
the development of skills in the use be exercised. that the acquisition
of turn bearings. There may, however, this rear visual information does n
be some training ,tlue for a horizon- significantly impact the shiphandlin
tal field of view of less than 120 navigation tasks normally accomplish
degrees in the oe,,eiopment of skills at-sea.
nvnlving the integration of visual
lines of positiooi with radar informa- It should be noted that many of t
tion or other electronic navigation visual scene generating technologi
information, although the trainee may have the capability, particularly
be inadvertently trained to neglect considered during tie initial desig
the more advantageous objects abeam of optically/electronically rotati
for visual bearings, the fixed visual scene to provi

visual cues in areas not normally co
Level iI: Greater than 1200, less sidered possiole with that desig
than 2400. Use of this, horizontal For example, Figure 3 illustrates
field of view appears appropriate for 2400 horizontal field of view pr
the majority of the desired skill viding a visual scene from 30 degre
categories identified in Chapter 2. left of ownship's heading to 30 d
It may, however, be limited if visual grees beyond dead astern. This may
bearings abaft +120 degrees relative particularly desirable during coas
are important for navigation in a wise navigation exercises to faciE,

particular port. In addition, it may tate the. use of visual bearings,
also constrain the acquisition of when approaching and picking up
skills relating to specific ship- tow. This flexibility with the sim
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0 180°
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Figure 3. Rotation of Visual Scene

lated visual scene should be used traffic vessels),- then a relatively
cautiously since it alters the bridge narrow vertical field of view would
en,.ironment's proper orientation with probably suffice. If the visual scene
the visual scene (i.e., front of requirements are contained over a
pilothouse faces side of vessel). The larger vertical angular sector (i.e.,
impact of this effect on the training landmass or traffic vessels close
provided is unknown. Some facilities aboard), then a larger vertical field
have the capability to move the bridge of view is required. Normally, dock-
equipment consoles to overcome this ing exercises when ownship is being
effect, In addition, new facilities brought into a berth require the maxi-
could be conceivably developed that mum capability of vertical field of
would allow for the rotation of the view. Generally speaking, the greater
pilothouse to overcome this effect. the vertical field of view the greater

the cost. Since relatively small in-
Vertical Field of View crements of vertical field of view can

substantially improve a simulator's
The vertical field of view required capability, this is not a high cost
for a shiphandling/ship bridge simula- characteristic as comoared to horizon-
tor should depend on the specific tal field of view.
objectives of the training program.
If the visual scene requirements for
the training objectives are at or near Level I: +50 to +100. This
the horizon (i.e., distant landmass or vertical field of view may be accept-
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able for distant lana and traffic noted. First, it is not possible to
vessels. Caution should be exercised realistically present objects in the
in utilizing a narrow vertical field visual scene which are closer than the
of view, particularly under daytime distance from the preferred viewing
conditions because the fidelity of the point (i.e., focal point) to the
simulation is reduced considerably screen. This is usually nut a problem
when a daytime scene is bounded top when simulating large vessels with
and bottom with' large dark bands. beams in excess of 100 feet. However,
This is due to the projected image not when simulating smaller vessels (e.g.,
filling the vertical field of view tugboats), the reader is reminded it
normal observed from the pilothouse. is not possible to accurately simulate
Consideration should also be given to a buoy which passes 20 feet abeam from
tne amount of' ownsnip bow required in the preferred viewing point if the
the visual scene when attempting visual scene screen on which it is to
reductions in vertical field of view. be projected is 30 feet away.
As the vertical field of view becomes
narrower, a smaller and smaller por- Second, the vertical field of view can
tion of ownship's bow can be ob- be optically manipulated to a certain
served. This may present a problem degree to better view objects which
for specific ships within specific are low in the visual scene such as
scenarios where the relationship of buoys or docks which are close
the bow to other' objects (e.g., buoys) aboard. This can be accomplished by
provides a visual cue normally used in (a) artificially lowering the height
the piloting process. of eye or (b)' artificially rotating

the visible sector down in order to
Level II: +100 to +150. This project these lower objects within the
vertical field of view would be ac- scene. Once again caution should be
ceptable for distant land and traffic utilized since the impact of such
vessels. It would also be acceptable modifications on the effectiveness of
for land relatively close aooard, and training is unknown.
it may be acceptable for traffic ves-
sels close aboard depending on several' Time of Day
factors, including the height of eye
of ownship. This vertical field of The ambient lighting conditions under
view would normally present a suffi- which simulator-based training is
cient bow image to overcome the diffi- accomplished is another critical simu-
culties noted under Level I above. lator design characteristic. Some

members of the maritime community have
Level III: Greater than +150. advanced the theory that only night-
This vertic . field of view would time simulator-based training, is re-
generally be acceptable for land and quired since it is the more difficult
traffic vessels both at a distance and ogerational situation. Research -from
close aboard. This type of vertical earlier CAORF experiments, however,
field of view would probably be re- has indicated that sirnulator-basea
quired for docking exercises. The training shoula be conducted under tre
vertical field of view requirement for same ambient lighting conditions as
docking exercises are usually driven the operational tasks. Nighttime
by the height of eye on ownship. sh'phandling may be more difficult

than daytime shiphandling, but train-
With regard to vertical field of view, ing under daytime conditions prepares
two additional points should be the shiphandler for daytime operations
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better than training under nighttime tant for training.' As a result, simu-
conditions. One would naturally ex- lators with a nighttime visual scene
pect the complement to be true; that that is generated by point light
nighttime training prepares one for sources may not be satisfactory for
nighttime operations best. Since it some specific training objectives.
would appear to be prudent to train
shiphandlers for most operations under It should also be noted at this point
both day and night conditions, a that the German pilots have been suc-
training facility that offers a com- cessfully employing the point light
prehensive simulator-based training presentation (without silhouettes),
program should have a simulator with 3 which is locateo at the Bremen Nauti-,
day/night capability. However, econo- cal School, for a number of years.
mic or logistic constraints may allow This training, of course, involves
training only the most critical skills skills that can be addressed using
under both day and night conditions, only, the visual information presented
If this is the case, it would then by the spotlights. Such skills in-
app(ar desirable to train the remain- volve instrument sailing, specific
ing skills under the more difficult emergency scenarios, and pilotage
lighting condition, which would usual- within their own particular geographic
ly be the nighttime condition. area in which they have considerable

at-sea experience. The latter gives
Level I: Night-Only. Beneficial rise to an interesting point. Discus-
training in a number of training cate- sions with several U.S. pilots have
gories, such as Advanced Instrumenta- indicated an ability to recognize and
tion, Vessel-to-Vessel, Communica- accept a simulation of their own port
tions, Rules of the Road, etc., may be from a limited number of key visual
accomplished using a night-only visual cues. In other, words, during the
scene. However, caution should be piloting process, these individuals
exercised 'as regards the effect of can either ignore or mentally fill in
such training on daytime operations. a number of missing, non-critical port
For example, experience has indicated characteristics. However, caution
that mariners have a tendency to should be exercised since this may not
neglect radar information, visual be true for all pilots, particularly
bearings and VHF communications more if they lack the proper motivation for
during daylight operations (when they the training.,
have good visual contact) than under
nighttime conditions. Training under Level II: Day-Only. Beneficial
nighttime conditions only, would not training in nearly all of the training
detect or correct such tendencies, and categories may be accomplished using a
could give a false sense of trainee day-only visual scene. As previously
proficiency. discussed, and intuitively realized by

most people, such daytime training
Very little information is available would not thoroughly prepare the pilot
on the benefits associated with vari- for nighttime operations. However, it
ous levels of the night visual scene may be satisfactory to utilize a day-
(i.e., point light sources versus sil- only visual scene for specific ship-
houettes with lights). The only handling and emergency shiphandling
guideline presented here is that sil- training objectives, in which the
houettes do provide, visual cue infor- shiphandler would not expect to oper-
mation and should be utilized in those ate his vessel at night. For example,
scpnarios where they are deemed impor- a particular company or a particular
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port may restrict the arrival or plished via the simulator-oased train-
departure of a certain size or type of ing. Research appears to indicate
vessel (e.g., LNG) to daylight hours. that a color visual scene may not be

required for s)rne training objec-
Level III: Day/Night. This level tives. Guideline3s for scenarios in
of the time of day visual scene char- which a black and white visual scene
acteristic appears to be the most will provide acceptable training are
desirable for a simulator-based train- provided below. However, it does
ing facility which offers or plans to appear desirable for a simulator-based
offer a comprehensive training pro- training facility which offers or
gram. With such flexibility designed plans to offer a comprehensive train-
into the simulator, scenarios under ing program to have a visual scene
both day and night conditions can be capable of similating color for at
provided within the training program least vessel sidelights arid aids to
as appropriate. A note of caution, navigation -- these being the princi-
however, is warranted. Since tne pal color cues historically used by
visual scene generating and projecting the maritime community.
hardware (and software in some sys-
tems) must have the capability for Level 1: Black and White. A black
both daytime and nighttime presenta- and white visual scene niay be accept-
tion, the quality of either or both able for training specific ship-
presentations may suffer as a result handling training jbjectives under
of tradeoffs made in the design pro- both day and night conditions. In
cess. The quality of the visual scene daytime operations, the. black and
should be evaludted in accordance with white presentation dowrgrades, but nay
the guidelines set forth under 'Visual not eliminate any important visual
Scene Quality." cues. In nighttime' operations, all

lights become white and the informa-
Finally, if a geographic data base tion transmitted by their color char-
other than the pilots' own port is acteristic may be provided via an
employed, it would appear to be desir- associated flash code. This is not
able to conduct at least the familiar- viewed as an insurmountable problem
ization exercises and the initial with aids tu navigation since it is
training exercises under daylight con- possible to encounter, in the at-sea
ditions. This would allow the pilot environment,, geographic areas marked
additional time to become acclimated by only white lights with distinctive
prior to navigating within a strange flash rates. Hence, deck officers and
port at night. If a pilot is thrust pilots have experience in interpreting
into a strange port at night without and using flash patterns during the
proper acclimation, he may direct a navigation process, (although this may
substantial portion of his energies limit the application of such a simu-
towards secondary navigation tasks in liio- for training in specific ports
>-'u of focusing on the desired train- where color is a key visual cue).
..g objectives.

It is generally recognized that the
Color Visual Scene sidelights of traffic vessels must be

colored to be realistic. However, it
The requirement for color in the has been shown that mariners can be
visual scene of a shiphandling/ship successfully trained under conditions
bridge simulator is also related to where they must process the flash rate
the training objectives to be accom- of a light over time in lieu of in-
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stantaneously obtaining the red color may have conning positions other
of a port sidelight, if a relatively than at the center of the pilot-light amount of traffic is encountered house. In addition, when bridge

in the scenarios. It is expected that teams are involved, it is not un-the trainee's ability to keep track of common to have several individuals

traffic movement under such conditions evaluating the situations from dif-
will be taxed in scenarios with high ferent locations in the pilot-
contact workload. house. The sensitivity of the

visual scene to parallax distor-
Level II: Multi-color. The utili-. tion, as a function of location

€zation of multiple color in the visual within the pilothouse, should, ac-
scene can provide acceptable simula- commodate such conditions if appro-
tor-based training for all the marine priate.
pilot skills identified. Experience
has indicated that effective simula- .e The size and, perspective of such
tor-based training can be conducted objects should change as appropri-
without extensive use of color and ate when motion is introduced into
shading. Caution should be exercised the simulation.
in the use of color and shading in
order to add to the realism of the * The motion of objects in the visual
environment and nct to introduce color scene should appear in a relatively
cued distractions. See the following smooth sequence.
section on "Visual Scene Quality."

e The Visual scene should be free

Visual Scene Quality from any distracting flicker.

The simulated visual scene should have * The visual scene should be free of
sufficient quality such that effective any visible raster lines.
training can be conducted for the
desired training objectives. Factors * The intensity of lights should
such as resolution, luminance, con- appear to Very with range.
trast ratio, update rate, etc., should
be effectively manipulated during the e Discontinuities between projected
visual scene design such that the fol- images/screens in the visual scene
lowing considerations are satibfied, should be minimal.

* When viewed from or near the pre- e Color- match between projected
ferred viewing point, objects nor- images/screens in visual scene
mally viewed from a ship's bridge should be minimal.
appear clear and readily recogniz-
able in the proper size and per- * The intensity and hues of critical
spective. color cues (e.g., traffic vessel

* sidelights) should be acceptable to
9 The sensitivity of the visual scene the experienced mariner.

* to parallax distortion as the deck
officer moves away from the pre- 9 The use of color and shading should
ferred vi'ewing point should not be such that it adds to the realism
significantly impact his normal of the environment and does not
positions and movement within the introduce color cued distractions.
pilothouse during the scenarios
envisioned. For example, pilots * The visual scene shculd be free
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from substantial brightness varia- through the binoculars although each
tions a! the trainee moves from the unit would appear larger to the eye..
p ,referred viewing point (i.e., Therefore, no additional information
fdll-off) within the confines of is obtained by viewing in this man-
the pilothouse. ner. An auxiliary view is one tech-

nique for providing the deck officer
9 The resolution of the visual scene with the additional information nor-

should be. such that the required mally available through binoculars.
visual cues, at a particular range
from ownship, are projected, For 3.2.2 Radar Presentation

* example, if it is (a) important and
(b) normally possible to view traf- The type of radar equipment required
fic vessel masts at 5 nautical on a shiphandling/ship bridge simula-
miles, then the resolution of the tor is related to the objectives of
projected image should be such that the training program to be accom-
they are contained in the visual plished. A sophisticated radar/CAS is
scene when the traffic vessel is at generally not required for the majori-
that range. ty of the identified pilot training

objectives. A full mission ship-
* The use of auxiliary views of a handling/ship bridge simulator should

particular segment of the projected not be utilized to develop radar plot-
(or unprojected) visual scene ting and evaluatiot skills. This may
should not substantially detract be more cost effectively accomplished
from the realism of the simulated on a'part-task radar simulator.
environment or become an operation-
al crutch which would not be avail- The presence of noise (e.g., sea clut-
able in similar scenarios at-sea. ter and false echoes) on the simulated
Examples of auxiliary views may radar presentation may be employed if
include a single CRT display used appropriate for the training objec-
to provide the mariner with (a) a tives. As previously discussed for
view aft to assist in periodically "Horizontal Field of View", it may be
checking a vessel being towed or desirable to train skills, such as
(b) a "binocular effect" on simula- turning a large vessel around within a
tors in which the resolution of the confined channel or employing racons
visual scene does not permit magni- to navigate a constant radius turn.
fication by binoculars (see discus- without distracting noise. The abili-
sion below). ty to accomplish such tasks under

noise conditions may then be assumed,
The visual scene resolution of many if 'the trainee has already developed
simulators is designed to provide the the skill of discriminating traffic
deck officer with an acceptable visual vessels, aids to navigation, etc.,
scene when viewed with the naked eye. from other'noise on the screen through
If a set of binoculars were to be used previous at-sea or radar simulator-
by a pilot to look at a traffic ship based training. It would, however, be
in order to determine its aspect, the desirable to evaluate performance of
ship would look larger through the the desired tasks under noise condi-
binoculars but may not be resolved any tions during the final stages of
better. In other words, if the traf- training.
fic ship consisted of four units of
resolution initially, it would still The simulation of line of sight con-
contain four umits of resolution siderations should be accomplished as
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required by the specific training remaining simulation systems. Al-

objectives. For example, if masking though desirable, such high fidelity
of traffic vessels by a higner build- is generally not required for the
ing or hill is important when training training objectives normally taught at

the approach to a particular port, it the marine pilot level. However,
should be adequately included in the there may be times when it would be
simulation. Such line of sight con- necessary to have such radar systems.
siderations, as well as the previously For example, when providing vessel
mentioned noise considerations, may be specific training it may be desirable
added to either Level II or Level III to have the specific radar/CAS on the

as outlined below, simulator that the actual vessel has
Fnlyon its bridge, if the radar/CAS has a
Finally, it should be noted that particularly unusual presentation or
appropriate procedures should be method of operation.
employed to ensure that the ranges and
bearings obtained from the simulated 3.2.3 Bridge Configuration

.- radar presentation correlate satisfac-
torily with the simulated visua'l scene The physical characteristics of the
presentation, etc. In addition, it simulated bridge and the hardware
should be verified that the accuracy located on same may' be related to the
of this correlation between the radar specific training objectives to be
and visual scene information does not accomplished. However, experience has
vary as a function of either scenario indicated that this may not be criti-
time or distance travelled. cal as long as some minimum level of

fidelity in the bridge environment is
Level I: No Radar. There are a maintained. The size of the pilot-
number of marine pilot training objec- house, the type of equipment avail-
tives, particularly in the ship- able, and the arrangement of this
handling and emergency shiphandling equipment should have a high degree of
areas, for which effective training compatibility with that found on simi-
may be accomplished without a radar lar vessels at sea in' order to mini-
presentation. ' mize the introduction of any 'extrane-

bus factors into the training pro-
Level II: Low Fidelity Radar. The cess. The replication of the pilot-
majority of pilot training objectives house of a particular vessel generally
may be accomplished using a computer- is not warranted except possibly when
generated synthetic radar presentation providing shiphandling/navigation
as long as the required radar or CAS training for a specific vessel type.
functions are available. Care should It is anticipated that the majority of
be exercised that the necessary radar pilots, particularly experienced
information and the tasks 'associated pilots, have considerable adaptability
with obtaining that information during to a variety of bridge configura-
a simulator exercise are compatible tions'. The design of any ship-
with the information available and the handling/ship bridge simulator should
tasks performed at sea. consider the inclusion of a high

degree of fidelity since the bridge
Level III: High Fidelity Radar. configuration is a relatively small
This level of radar presentation would proportion of the total simulator
include the use of actual radar or cost, it is cheap insurance ', protect
collision avoidance hardware that are against any irregular behavior that
appropriately interfaced with the may be associated 'with the simulated
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pilothouse environment. In addition, a shiphandling/ship bridge simulator
the student's confidence in the simu- for training. pilots. In fact, it may
lator as a training device and hence be one of the most critical character-
his. motivation during the training istics. Pilots generally handle ships
program may be detrimentally affected in shallow, restricted waters where
if the simulated pilothouse environ- the margin for error is small. There-
ment does not meet his minimum expec- fore, it is extremely important for
tations. effective pilot training that the

simulated vessel handle like a real
Level I: Reduced Bridge. A pilot- vessel.
house that is substantially reduced in
size and contains only the essential The development of hydrodynamic re-
equipment necessary for the specific sponse models invo 1 ves a complex pro-
training to be accomplished. This cess. The resultant models may have
bridge configuration ma!t be of value several different levels of sophisti-
in training a limited number of cation'. The required sophistication
skills. Caution, however, should be of a model is related to the specific
exercised that any spatial or equip- skills to be developed within the
ment alterations do not significantly given training program. 'If a specific
impact the shiphandling/navigation effect, such as bank, bottom, passing
tasks to be accomplished, ship, etc., is not involved in the

training, it need not be included in
Level II: Full Bridge. A pilot- the model. The identification and
house that is full size, or nearly content of three levels of ownship
full size and contains all or the characteristics and dynamics are dis-
majority of bridge hardware normally cussed below.
found on similar vessels at sea. This
bridge configuration is recommended
for simulators that are involved with Level I: Shallow Water. This level
training senior mariners for the of the hydrodynamic model includes the
majority of the identified desired vessel's deep water response charac-
skills categories. teristics plus the appropriate shallow

water modifications. It should like-
Level III Replication Bridge. A wise include the water depth data base
pilothouse that is an exact copy of for the particular geographic areas
the pilothouse of a specific vessel as involved during the training. Wind
regards both equipment and layout. and current effects Should also be
This level of fidelity is generally provided. A spatial dependent current
not required for pilot training. How- data base may be employed, particular-
ever, it may be desirable to provide ly when modeling a specific port area
such a nigh level of fidelity when in order to simulate the fact that
training pilots to handle a specific current magnitude and direction vary
vessel type that may have particularly with the geographic position of own-
unusual bridge equipment or layout. ship. The capability of reversing

engines to decelerate more rapidly
3.2.4 Ownship Characteristics and (but no astern motion) should also be

Dynamics included. in addition, low speed hy-
drodynamicmodifications may be appro-

The maneuvering response of ownship priate in order to accurately simulate
under various environmental conditions forward velocities of less than two
is another critical characteristic of (2) knots. This level of ownship
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characteristics and dynamics would be development of their simulator train-
acceptable for a number of the identi- ing pr'ogram for pilots. U.S. pilots
fied pilot skill areas. It would not and U.S. simulator training facilities
be sufficient for the more advanced should anticipate a similar process.
shiphandling training, such ds anchor- Pilots and pilot associations should
ing, utilizing tugs, or' compensating work with training facilities that
for bank effects. appear to have potential to fulfill

their requirements in order to refine
Level II: External Forces. This the accuracy of their simulations.
level of the hydrodynamic model in-
volves the capabilities for Ltvel I, Commercial simulator-based training
plus anchor forces, tug forces, 'bow facilities should have prudent proce-
thruster forces and pier/dolphin dures to ensure the accuracy of their
forces as required for training. It hydrodynamic simulation models and
would be acceptable for the majority coefficients. Such procedures should
of pilot training objectives. It include both analytical evaludtions

J would not be acceptable for ship- (i.e., turning circles, advance and
handling skills involvir- the more transfer trajectories) and subjective

_ sophisticated hydrodyrimic effects, evaluations by' experienced mariners
such as bank effects ur passing ship for all load and environmental condi-
effects. In addition, it would be tions anticipated. The interested
inadequate for evolutions that require reader should also contact the follow-
astern motion. ing organizations for their latest

publications on this subject:
Level III: Complex Hydrodynamics.
This level of the hydrodynamic model The Computer Aided Operations Research
involves the capabilities indicated Facility (CAORF)
above for Level II, plus appropriate National Maritime Research Center
bank effects, passing ship effects, Kings Point, New York 11024'
kick effects, squat, and reverse
motion capability. This level of own- The Society of Naval Architects and'
ship characteristics and dynamics Marine Engineers (SNAME)
would be recommended for the more One World Trade Center, Suite 1369
advanced shiphandling training, such New York, New York 10048
as compensating for bank effects and

the majority of anchoring/docking Similar precautions should also be
evolutions. taken to ensure the accuracy of the

geographic/environmental data bases

. Pilots and pilot associations inter- when modeling a specific port.
ested in employing simulator training

. should carefully scrutinize the vessel Finally, it should be noted that dif-
characteristics arid, dynamics available ferent engine response models are'
at a given facility as regards their available for various steam, diesel,
specific training requirements. Ex- and gas turbine propulsion plants.

- perience has shown that the accept- Generally, such modeling sophistica-
ability of vessel hydrodynamic tion is not required for training the
response is a critical element for thE majority - of pilot shiphandling

* effective simulator training of skills. However, if it is important
pilots. The attainment of this ac- for the skills being taught, the

* ceptability is an evolutionary process appropriate engine response model
as observed by the Dutch during the should be employed.
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3.2.5 Exercise Control Scenarios to allow for such flexibili-
ty during implementation.

This simulator characteristic refers
to the amount of control that the Level II: Instructor Pre-Programmed
instructor has over the exercises; Exercise Control. This level of
their selection, their modification, exercise control contains 'all the
etc. Although it is appropriate to capabilities described 'above under
design such flexibility into a ship- Level I, plus the capability for the
handling/ship bridge simulator to instructor to modify scenarios during
assist the 'instructor in maximizing initial set-up. Depending on student
the training benefit to be received, performance on the previous exercise,
caution should be exercised in that the instructor may want to alter the
too much instructor latitude, particu- next scheduled scenario by modifying
larly by marginal instructors, may wind or current. He may also want to
reduce, not increase, the training change traffic vessel positioning,.
benefits associated with such design course, speed, or maneuver point.
capabilities. This may result in This level of exercise control appears
negating the resources expetded in the ' to be appropriate for a majority of
development of a well-structured the pilots training objectives. The
training program with carefully con- danger associated with marginal
ceived scenarios. Three levels of instructors tinkering with a well-

r. exercise control that may be appro- designed training program as previous-
priate for a shiphandling/navigation ly mentioned should be noted.
simulator are identified and described
below. Level III: Instructor Exercise Con-

trol. This level of exercise control
Level I: Exercise Selection. At contains all the capabilities de-
this level the instructor's console is scribed above under Level II, plus the,
limited to the initial exercise selec- capability for the instructor to modi-
tion. The geometry, complexity, and' fy the scenario while it is running.
duration of the exercise is fixed by This allows the insteuctor maximum
the preset program of the particular flexibility in adapting the scenario
scenario selected. Wind, current, to the students training needs. How-
water depth, traffic motion, etc., are ever, it also provides him with maxi-
constrai-ed by the program. If the mum capability of bypassing the pre-

' instructor wishes to change the sce- determined training program and to
nario, the scenario must be stopped commence "shooting from the hip,"

* and an alternative scenario selected.
This constrains the instructor to use The capability of altering scenario
only those particular scenarios within time, such as freezing the scenario or

. the training program, and may limit advancing the scenario in fast time
* his adaptation of the training program warrants discussion 'under this simula-

to the specific needs of the tion characteristic. Generally speak-
* trainees. This may not be' a problem ing, the alteration of scenario time

if the training program is well- is not recommended as part of the
designed and the scenarios are well- training process. A, "scenario freeze"
conceived to assist in the development' capability may be beneficial if used

- of trainee skills. In fact, a well- judiciously. A "fast-time" capability
designed training' program should con- is usually not desirable even for
sider the inclusion of additional demonstration purposes sincE a danger
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' exists that the trainee's sense of' Level I: Canned Traffic. This
time may be distorted as a result of level refers to traffic vessel control
observing the visual scene in an ac- in which the traffic vessel has a
celerated mode. Graphic classroom limited number of tracks that it can
feedback displays, however, which uti- follow and cannot, at any time during
lize fast time models can be an effec- the scenario, deviate from the track
tive means of critiquing a scenario that the instructor selects no matter
(See Training Assistance Technology). what course and speed changes ownship
While alteration of scenario time on makes. The use of canned traffic may
the simulator is not recommended as result in the development of somewhat
part of the training process, it may unrealistic scLnario situations in
be a desirable feature for scenario or that the traffic vessels do not
data base development in order to respond to ownship maneuvers as does
minimize the time required to checkout traffic in the real world. This type
the simulator exercises prior to of traffic control may be best suited

J, training. for 'training skills that involve scen-
arios in which ownship does not inter-

Some training facilities have found act with the traffic vessels. In
that a play-back capability may be 'other words, the traffic vessels are
advantageous to return the simulated used primarily as'distractions (i. e.,
ownship to a cr~tical time/geographic noise).
point within the previous scenario in
order to demonstrate the effect of an Level II: Pre-Programmed Traffic.
alternate control 'action. If this This level refers to traffic vessel
capability is utilized with a fast- control in which the instructor can
time option as a means of quickly alter to any track the traffic vessel

N returning to the desired time/geo- motions during initial set-up to com-
graphic point, the cautions cited pensate for the tendency of the stu-
above, concerning alterations in scen- dents in the earlier scenarios. This,
ario time, should be considered. level of control allows greater flexi-

bility to the instructor than the
canned traffic capability. The

3.2.6 Traffic Vessel Control research to date appears to indicate
that there may be a danger that the

This characteristic refers to the use of canned traffic vessels during
amount of control that the instructor training for situations in which own-
has over the selection (i.e., vessel ship interacts with traffic vessels,
type and size), position, courses, and may provide the mariner with a false
speeds of' traffic 'vessels in a given sense of confidence in predicting the
scenario. This characteristic may be behavior of the other vessel.' As a
considered by some to be a subset of result, the training program and the
the "Exercise Control" ' character-is- ' instructor use of this capability
tic. However, due to its importance should be such as to instill in the
with regard to traffic vessel simula- students an appreciation of the irre-
tion, it is discussed separately gular traffic vessel behavior that is
here., Four alternative levels of sometimes encountered at sea.
traffic vessel control that may be
appropriate for a shiphandling/ship Level III: Independently Maneuver-
bridge simulator are identified and able Traffic. This level of traffic
described below. vessel control provides the instructor
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with complete control over the actions 3.2.7 Training Assistance Technology
of the traffic vessels regarding
changes in course and speed at any In this context 'Training Assistance
time during the scenario as well as Technology refers to the use 'of cm-
alterations to, initial position, puter processing and display capabili-
course, and speed. The instructor is ties to enhance the training process
not limited to a' few tracks or a by assisting the instructor and
limited number of preprogrammed scen- trainees to comprehensively analyze
arios. Independently maneuverable the simulator training exercises.
traffic allows the instructor to modi- Research has indicated that this addi-
fy scenario complexity and difficulty tional capability' to more comprehen-
based on the events as they unfold sively analyze trainee performance, if
within the scenario. This level of done properly, may promote more rapid
traffic vessel control is required for understanding of the desired ship-
many of the vessel-to-vessel 'communi- handling/navigation concepts. As a
cations traini.g objectives and some result, the training facility may (1)
of the advanced shiphandling training reduce the training time required to
objectives (e.g., passing ship attain the desired proficiency levels,
effects). As previously discusse,, (2) increase the throughput of stu-
caution should be exercised in provic dents, or (3) reduce the instructional
ing marginal instructors with the staff requirements. However, caution
capability of bypassing a structured' should be exercised in the use of
training program. The results may be training assistance technology because
more confusing than helpful. improper design or use' of this capa-

bility may detract from the training
Level IV: Interactive Bridges. The process, not enhance it. Training
use of two (or more) simulated own- assistance technology should be de-
ships each controlled from .its own signed by individuals knowledgeable in
pilothouse, interacting in the same the use of this potentially powerful
gaming drea, is another technique for capability. Instructors should also
controlling traffic vessels during a be provided with adequate training in
training exercise. The principal ad- the use of training assistance techno-
vantages of this technique include (a) logy for training shiphandling/naviga-
a high level of realism to the situa- tion skills. Four levels of increas-
tion involving the interaction between ingly sophisticated training assis-
vessels since a wide range of behavior tance technology are identified and
may be expected from those individuals discussed below.
conning each of the vessels and (b)
the additional platforms for hands-on' Level I: Remote Monitoring. The
training. The principal d'isadvantiges capability for students not training
appear to be the high cost of the ad- on the simulator to view the simulator
ditional simulators and a reduction of exercises remotely (i~e., from class-
training control in particular train- room) has some distinct advantages for
ing exercises unless the instructor is training: (1) it allows the instruc-
conning or closely supervising the tor and observing students to discuss
maneuvers of one vessel. Each train- the scenario as it unfolds without
ing exercise should have a specific disturbing those students participat-
objective and should not be viewed as ing directly in the exercise, (2) it
simply allowing the tFa-inee to attain allows .the instructor and observing
additional experience, except possibly students access to additional informa-
during the latter stages of training. tion on key parameters not normally
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available on Lne bridqe (i -., dis- ate displays immediately after each
tance from channel centerlirne, current scenario. Computer processing limita-
majnitude and directicn), (3) it al- tions, however-, may prevent this re-
lows the instructor and ohserving stu- sponse. Although feedback displays
dents to better simulate vesselto- can be added to a simulator atter its
vessel cormiunications, etc., and (4) construction, it is best to consider-
it allows class size to bc increased the flexibility for such an addition
itnout causing crowding in the pilot- during the initial design of the

house. Remote monitoring has the dis- traininq system. Finally, the use of
advantage for some training objectives color in such feedback d.isplays is an
of removing the student from the simu- extremely desirable technique to high-
lated environment where he has, the light key points within the display.
opportunity to develop potentially It should be considered by every
important perceptual skills (i.e., training' facility employing or consi-
estimating the distance from channel dering such feedback displays. These
centerline or side-slip velocity of feedback displays may be either a CRT
ownship using a pair of range display or a large screen display.
lights). For most piiot training, it The CRT display would probably be uti-
is desirable for all trainees to be lized in the pilothouse while the
located in the pilothouse. However, large screen display v,ould be employed
when an interactive capability is in the classroom. !.' a feedback dis-
required, such as during training that play is utilized in the pilothouse,
emphasizes vessel-to-vessel communica- appropriate cautiors should be exer-
tions, it may be appropriate for the cised to see that such a display does
off-watch pilots to be located at the not become a "c.;tch" to the ship-
remote monitoring station. handler during tne scenario.

Level II: Feedback Display. The Level III: Instructor Alerts/
use of computpr-generated graphic dis- Prompts. The capability of the simu-
plays, primarily in the classroom, to lator to provide the instructor with
evaluate the history of key scenario visual or audio cues at key points
variables (i.e., distance to turn, within a scenario may also be bLnefi-
rudder angle, yaw rate) using appro- cial to effective training. Such cues
priate plots, graphs, and listings can may include appropriate direction to.
also be extremely valuable for train- the instructor on a special instructor
ing..Trackplots of ownship's center display terminal/console. Such direc-
of gravity or swept path in relation- tion may take a form similar to the
ship to other vessels or geographic information normally found 'in a de-
hzards usually provide invaluable tailed instructor's guide. This capa-
immediate feedback on the performance bility may reduce the instructor's
of the trainees above/beyond simple burden during training and may result
knowledge of CPA. Such feedback dis- in more standardized instruction when-
plays assist the instructor in ex- ever multiple instructor's are uti-
plaining not only what happened but lized. There may, however, be a dan-
why it happened. This type of feed- ger that the use of Instructor Alerts/
back appears to be of the greatest Prompts may restrict or distract a
benefit when it is supplied immediate- well-qualified instructor in the im-
ly after each scenario. The feedback plementation of his normal effective
display equipment should' have the teaching methods, res ;:'ing in reduced
capability of providing the appropri- efficiency for this ind>idual.
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Level IV: Training Management Tech- acceptable versus unacceptable simula-
nology. This level involves the cona- tor perforndnce for training. Such
puter's capability to store and ana- standards should be monitored by both
lyze trainee performance at key points the training facility personnel and
within a training program over a long the cor ner to ensure a quality simu-
period of time. Such information may lation ivironinent for training. If

be valuable when evaluating or re- possible, contingency lesso(, plans and
structuring a training program. It training program schedule flexibility
may assist in identifying the should be availablc in order to maxi-
strengths and weaknesses of the mize the benefit of the training time
trainee population and form a basis shouild such simulator malfunctions/
for re-designing. scenarios or modify- degradation occur. Guidelines for
ing the sequence of scenarios. It may alternative levels of availability
also assist in the refinement of more considerations are discussed below.
meaningful performance measures for These levels should be considered as
the scenarios involved. Training broad guidelines urily. The specific
Management Technology also has the availability considerations will be
capability of providing diagnostic determined by the type of hardware
infomation on the performance and employed; particularly in generating

reliability of a training facility's and displaying the visual scene. Any
instructional staff, which can be use- simulator-based training facility
ful in assisting instructors to up- should have a sufficiently high level
gr~de their training techniques. It of availability such that the quality
should also be noted that while these and quantity of training is not sub-,
techniques have definite benefits stantially affected.
associated with them, they also' in-
volve additional costs which should be
carefully considered prior to making level I: Moderate Availability.
the required investment.

, Simulator should be designed using
3.2.8 Availability hardware of best commercial con-

struct ion/manufacture.
Historically, radar simulator-based
training facilities have had few prob- e Moderate spare parts inventory for
lems with their equipment which impact high usage or critical components,
their training schedule or the quality. in view of experience, or an apDro-

of the training provided. However, priate reliability analysis should
due to the greater complexity of the be made.
shiphandling/ship bridge simulator,
particularly in the visual scene, Simulator operational staff should
experience to date indicates that the have sufficient training to perform
reliability of hardware and the time routine maintenance and an appro-
to repair ,.V be more of. a potential priate level of diagnostic trouble-
problem. Reasonable precautions shooting and repair.
should be taken to ensure that ade-
quate preventative maintenance is pro- * No specially trained repairmen are
vided, sufficient spare parts are on- onsite to maintain or repair criti-
hand, and proper v trained repair per- cal hardware.F sonnel ere availaole in order to mini-
mize unscht iuled simulator downtime. * Few, if any, service contracts are

Standards should oe set forth defining maintained.
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-This level of training system First, simulators are complex training
availability may be' acceptable'for devices. Users such as pilot associa-
an undergraduate program (i.e., tions should anticipate a certain
cadets) when a simijlator course is amouht of 'downtime. However, this
qnly a small part of a curriculum should be minimal since it impacts
and some 'flexibility is contained trainee morale and motivdtion and
in the trainee's schedule. hence the benefits to be derived from

the training. Second, it should be
Level II: High Availability noted that the higher 'availability

levels normally require (a) greater
a Characteristics identified for initial simulator cost and (b) greater

Level I as modified below, maintenance cost. These then impact
the cost that a commercial training

* Simulator hardware should contain facility must charge f-or simulator
an appropriate built-ini diagnostic training. Third, the more complex the
capability, simulator, the greater the chances of

problems, which could result in train-
* Extensive spare parts inventory ing system downtime, unless additional

should be maintained. resources are cemmitted to ensure re-
liability. Therefore, it may behoove

* Service contracts should be main- pilots and pilot associations, if pos-
tained on most critical components. sible, to utilize a simulator that

meets but does not substantially ex-
* This level of -training system ceed their established training re-

availability may 'be acceptable for quirements.
training pilots when the training
workload is 'such that some simula-
tor slack time is available for 3.3 TRAINING PROGRAM STRUCTURE
rescheduling. (CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS)

.Level III: Very High Availability As previously noted, the structure of
the training program should be viewed

* Characteristics identified for as a critical elemen' of a simulator-
Level II 'as modified below, based training system. It is the

mechanism For directing the efforts of
e Specially trained repairmen are the students and the instructor'

onsite to maintain or repair criti- towards the accomplishment of the
cal hardware. desired training objectives. It is

the plan for ensuring that the maximum
e Service contracts should be main- training benefits are derived from the

tained on all critical components. available simulator time. The train-
ing program structure is also helpful

e This level of training system to instructors, particularly 'instruc-
availaoility may be desirable for tors with limited training experience,
training pilots' when the training providing 'them with information on
workload is such that little or no proven simulator training concepts for
simulator slack time is available accomplishing particular training ob-
for rescheduling. jectives. The following are the cri-

tical characteristics relating to the
Finally, several points should be made structure of a shiphandling/ship
as regards simulator availability. bridge simulator training program:
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* Skill levels after traininy Level II: Refresher Training.
* Skill levels before training These training progrdals result in the
* Traininq objPctives improvement or refinement of selected
* Training techniques skills already possessed by the

- knowledge of requirements trainees. The trainees are generally
- positive guidance proficient pilots who desire an oppor-
- adaptive training tunity to refresh or practice their
- postproblem critique skills. No single skill area is em-

a Instructor's guide phasized in the training program. 'If
e Classroom support material during the program a pilot is observed
* Simulator/classroom mix to be deficient in a particular skill
* Training program duration area, he should be directed to the
o Class size appropriate Level I training program.
* Scenario design
o Number of scenarios Level !IT: Specific Operational
* Stress Training. These training programs
* Over'earninq are developed such that a pilot may

improve his skills in specific opera-
tional applications, usually within

3.3.1 Skill Levels After Training his own, port-specific data base.
Examples of specific operational

The first step in the design or evalu- training may involve the. refinement of
ation of a simulator-based training shiphandling skills required to anchor
program is a clear and concise identi- a large tanker within a geographic
fication of the goals of the training area that is (a) new for the vessel
process. The goals of a particular size, (b) particularly hazardous, or
simulator-based training program (c) seldom transited.
usually can best be stated in terms of
skill levels after training or output 3.3.2 Skill Levels Before Training
behavioral objectives. Chapter 2 dis-
cusses a number of piloting skills for In designing or evaluating a simula-
which simulator-based training appears tor-based training program, it is
advantageous. It is recommended that important to identify the skills of
the skill levels to be achieved as a the trainee prior to training in order
result of a particular training pro- to establish the basis upon which the
gram should be developed or translated training program will build. A
in these terms in order to more easily secondary reason for identifying the
apply the guidance contained in this trainee's skill levels before training
document. Three levels of training is that it will assist in eliminating
program goals are envisioned, any unnecessary simulator-based train-

ing, thereby minimizing the training
Level I: Direct Skill Improvement. cost for the individual student.
These training programs strive towards Skill levels before training nay be
the development of specific skills stated in terms of license or experi-
such as Emergency Shiphandling or Ad- ence levels (i.e., apprentice pilot,
vanced Instrumentation. The goal of licensed pilot with greater than 10
the training program and the structure years experience, at least 5 year,
of the training program is directed experience with vessels greater than
towards improvement in the specified 80,000 dwt), although it would be pre-
skills only. ferable to identify them in terms
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similar to those utilized in describ- Level III: Simulator Diagnostic
ing the desired skill levels. Evaluation. A pretest simulation

scenario is administered individually
Ideally, all students who have ap- to each pilot prior to his participa-
proximately the same level of exper- tion in the training program. Each
tise should be grouped together within individual's perforr ice is evaluated

a particular class. This would hope- against a set of iminimal acceptable

fully allow each pilot to proceed standards. The strengths and weak-
through the program at the same rate. nesses of the group as a whole are
Use of license level, vessel type determined based on the results of the
experience, etc., may be discrimina- diagnostic evaluation and the training
tory in this regard when accepting, program is tailored as appropriate to

applications. From a logistical per- meet the needs of the group.
spective onre the pilots arrive at the
training facility, it is usually dif- 3.3.3 Training Objectives
ficult to shift them to another class
grouping that may be more appropriate- Training 'objectives are the progres-
ly based on their skill levels. It sive goals of the individual training
then becomes a matter of adapting the modules which build 'on the trainee's
training program as appropriate to the skill levels prior to training and
strengths and weaknesses of the class culminate with the trainee's attain-
as a whole. ment of the desired skill levels. The

magnitude of the improvement goal for

Techniques of varying levels of 'so- each progressive training objective
phistication can be utilized by a will depend on many factors including
simulator-based training facility to the skill and knowledge of the
identify skill before training once trainee, the difficulty of the skill
the )ilot arrives at the training being taught, the trainee's motiva-

facility, tion, the ability of the instructor,
etc. Training objectives, should be

Level I: No Diagnostic Evaluation. written in terms of (1) the desired
The skills already possessed by the skills or knowledge to be attained,
pilots prior to their participation in (2) the conditions under which the
the training program are not evalu- student should be able to perform the
ated. A standard training program is new skill, and (3) the performance
provided, addressing a fixed set of measures and standards to be employed

training objectives, independent of to measure the attainment of this
trainee entry skill proficiency. goal. The detail of a program's

training objectives may vary as indi-

Level II: Evaluation via Discus- cated below.
sion. Each pilot completes a ques-
tionnaire or participates in an inter- Level I: Very Flexible. The train-
view/discussion with the instructor ing objectives are written in general
which allows an assessment of the terms relating to the program goals or
trainee's individual skills. The training module goals. They are not

instructor, upon completion of all tied specifically to any particular
trainee interviews, makes an ev.lua- topic areas or simulator exercises.
tion of group proficiencies and defi- Example: "The trainee shall demon-
ciencies. The training program is strate proficiercy in handling pre-
then tailored as appropriate to meet selected vessels after a loss or de-
the needs of each group. gradation of propulsion power with
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confined chanrels under various condi- * Skills prior to training
tions of wind, curent, water depth, * Uesired skills after traininq
and visibidtjy." .j..]etrainin U objectives

e The time available for training
Level II: Moderately Structured. * Training aid (i.e., simulator)
The training obje,;tives are written capability and availability
for each tul.iz area to be covered * Overall training cost
within tne training program or train-
ing module. These traiaiing objectives
nave more detail than the Level I There are a number of training tech-
training objerti ss discussed above.' niques that may be utilized during
Example: "The trainee shall demon- shiphandling/navigation simulator-
strate proficiency in handling an based training programs. Four of the
80,000 dwt tanker after a loss or de- most relevant techniques that have
gradacion of prooulsion power within a been successfully employed for such
'500 foot ch-,onel under various condi- simulator-based training are described
tions of wind, current, water depth, below.
and visibility."

Level 111: Highly Structured. The Knowledge of Requirements
training cb:"ectives are written for
each simulator exercise within the Knowledge of requirements involves the
training program. Example: "The presentation to the student of speci-
trainee shall maintain a full-lodded fic aspects of the pending training
80,000 dwt tanker on the centerline'of exercise prior to its conduct on the
a 1500 foot channel for at least 20 simulator (i.e., definition of pro-
minutes after a loss of propulsion blem). The purpose of this training
power under the following conditions: technique is to eliminate the element
wind - none, current - I knot cross of surprise from the training process
channel, bottom clearance - 5 'feet, until the student acquires the basic
visibility - unlimited." skills to perform the task when there

i's sufficient time to anticipate pro-
3.3.4 Training Techniques per action. For example, if emergency

shiphandling skills involving the
Training techniques are structured or reaction to a loss of power in a
unstructured methods of instruction restricted channel are being taught,
used to teach the trainee how to per- it would probably be desirable to
form various tasks !o as to satisfac- train the students to handle the cas-
torily achieve the program's training ualty without the element of surprise
objectives, initially. After they have been ade-

quately trained in the proper proce-
When conducting simulator-based train- dures and control actions to respond
ing'programs, no single training tech- to the casualty, it would be then ap-
nique will normally suffice. Various propriate to add the element of sur-
techniques should be used to provide prise by initiating the casualty un-
adaptation for individual differ- announced during later scenarios in
ences. This will ideally allow the the training program.
attainment of a high level of perfor-
mance from all trainees. As exercises The methods for disseminating know-
are developed, selection of training ledge of requirements can vary as fol-
techniques should be based upon: lows:
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Level I: Specific Knowledge of Re- trainee in making the link between

quirements. The instructor, prior to critical infurmation (i.e., range/

the trainee's participation in the closing raLe) with appropriate Dilot

exercise, explains the specific type action (i.e., ranJge at whicli maneuver

of problem to be' encountered, factors is initiated).
affecting the solution, and all cri-
teria upon which performance will be Positive guidance should be employed

evaluated. This level of knowledge of early in the training process to en-

results is recommended for training sure that the essential behaviors are

wv, er, new concepts are being introduced learned. Positive guidance should

r,r nlYi skills are being developed, then be removed and feedback on stu-
dent performance is then provided

Level II: General Knowledgb of Re- solely by the postprohlem critique.

quirements. The instructor, prior to Caution should be exercised that posi-

the trainee's participation in the tive guidaance by the instructor does

exercise, explains the general goals not become a necessary crutch for suc-

of the exercise and the criteria upon cessful pilot performance, since in

which his performance will De evalu- the at-sea environment the instructor

ated. He does not, however, explain will. not he available to provide such

the specific details of the pending assistance. Various levels of posi-
exercise. tive guidance can exist.

Level III: No Prior Knowledge of Level I: No Positive Guidance., No
Requirements. In specific cases it positive guidance/relevant information
may be appropriate not to provide ex- is given to the trainees prior to, or
perienced pilots with-the knowledge of during -the training exercise on the
the exerci se requirements when at- simulator regardinq the appropriate
tempting to develop specific decision- procedures to be followed or the be-
making and judgmental skills. The haviors to be exhib'ited (i.e., post
pilot normally does not find scenarios problem critique only). . There is a
at-,ed that involve particular skills danger that inappropriate behavior may
which, were . discussed just prior to be reinforced by this technique and
their encounter. As a result, he may become difficult to overcome dur-
should be able to recognize that a ing the remainder of the training pru-
problem exists, properly define it, gram. Desirable behavior should be
then take appropriate action. emphasized, demonstrated, and prac-

ticed at every opportunity. There-
Positive Guidance fore, some amount, of positive guidance

should be employed particularly during
Positive guidance is a techrique the early stages of training.
whereby relevant information concern-
ing the appropriate procedures or Level II: Verbal Explanation. The
behavior is provided to the students inF1ructor verbally explains to the
pri-or to or during the training exer- trainees the appropriate procedures to
cise on the simulator. That is, the be followed and behaviors to be exhi-
instructor positively guides the stu- bited prior to and possibly during the
dents by explaining, demonstrating, or training exercise on the simulator.
providing evaluative commentary during If positive guidance is provided dur-
the exercise as regards the proper ing the exercise, care should be exer-
consideri'ions and actions to be cised that it does not become an
taken. ihis technique will assist the operational crutch as indicated above.
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Level III: Demonstration. The knots of wind and 1.5 knots of flood
instructor verbally explains the current, while avoiding two traffic
appropriate procedures to be followed vessels.
and the behaviors to be exhibited and
then demonstrates on the simulator how
the exercise should be performed, Adaptive training should be considered
prior to the trainees participating in in the development of the scenario
the simulator exercise. sequence as presented within the

training program. Two major con-
straints in the implementation of this

Level IV: Detailed Analytic Intro- technique are (1) the availability of
duction. The instructor verbally and adequate performance measures to as-
,through use of audio visuals or other sess individual student proficiency
training assistance technology, ex- and (2) a workable training program
plains the appropriate procedures to structure to accommodate varying rates
be followed and behaviors to be exhi- of advancement for individual stu-
bited. (See discussion of Training dents. The latter constraint may not
Assistance Technology, Level II: be a particular problem with small
Feedback Display, page 34). classes (i.e., less than three stu-

dents), since adequate flexibility may
be available.

Adaptive Training

Adaptive training is a technique that Level I: No Adaptive Training. A
varies the difficulty of tasks as a standard training program is provided
result of how well the trainee oper- addressing a specific sequence of
ates or performs on specific previous- tasks of a predetermined difficulty
Iv conducted tasks. As the trainee level. No attempt is madc to follow a
gai.c *in skill, the trainee's tasks progressive training approach based on
are made more difficult. This type of the rate of advancement of the parti-
training represents a progressive cular students.
training approach; it starts with
basic tasks, goes to intermediate
tasks, and finally to advanced level Level Ii: Group Adaptive Training.
tasks. A key point is that the The difficulty level of training is
trainee progresses at his own rate tailored to meet the needs of a group
through the program, based on his ex- of trainees, not each individual
hibited skl"l at each step. For exam- trainee. The level of difficulty will
ple, acaptive training in shiphandling progress from basic through intermedi-
may have an apprentice pilot navigat- ate to advanced, based on the group's
ing an 30,000 dwt tanker around a 30 performance.
degree turn in a -iarrow channel with
no wind, no current, and no traffic as Level III: Individual Adaptive
a basic level task. An intermediate Training. The difficulty level of
level task may be the navigation of tasks is varied as a result of how
the 30,000 dwt tanker around the 30 well the trainee performed on pre-
degree turn with 25 knots of wind and viously conducted tasks. The trainee
1.5 knots of flood current. The most progresses at his, own rate through the
advanced level of training may require program, first performing basic tasks
the trainee to navigate the same yes- then intermediate and finally advanced
sel through the same turn under 25 level tasks.
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Post Problem Critique Ih, Liin i ,r and comp le Lrnes s of post
prohlem crit. i(ie maty vary a, follow-:

PoOt problen critique is a method of
providing feedback regarding actions Level I: Muitiple 'Exercises. The
perforried by the trainee in each simu- instructor reviews the material only
lator exercise. This technique should after several stmulator exercises have
oe employed immediately after each been completed. There may be a dahger
simulator exercise in order to maxi- that this type of feedback may result
mize the benefit of the simulator in confusion in the trainees mind be-
training. It is recommended that the tween his behavior on one scenario
training program not be structured with the resulting vessel performance
such that a pcst problem critique is on another scenario.
employed only after several scenarios
have been conducted on the simulator. Level II: Single Exercise, Verbal
This recommendation is made so as to Feedback. A solely verbal criticue
minimize any confusion that may result of each simulator is given by the in-
in the trainee's mind between his structor immediately upon its comple-
behavior or control action on one tion. This. level of feedback may be
scenario with the resulting vessel given in the classroom or on the simu-
performance on another 'scenario. Dur- lator between scenarios.
ing the post problem critique, the
instructor should: Level III: Single Exercise, Multi-

Media. The instructor uses verbal
* Emphasize and reinforce correct critique, classroom discussions and

procedures and desirable behavior some form of training assistance tech-
nology to critique each simulator

* Point out specific errors in proce- exercise immediately upon its comple-
.. dures/behavior and explain their tion.

relationship to vessel performance
(i.e., resulting CPA) 3.3.5 Instructor's Guide

* Provide specific instructions on An instructor's guide should be devcl-
alterations to procedures/behavior oped and provided to all instructors
in order to improve performance on who are to conduct the training pro-
future exercises gram. The guide should set forth (1)

,0 the structure -- the overall plan of
* Provide a discussion and, if appro- training, (2) the strategy -- detailed

priate, a demonstration of the methodology and timetable for each
benefits of correct procedures/ hour of training, and (3) the materi-
behavior. This discussion/demon- als used to enhance the training pre-
stration may be facilitated by the cess. Such a guide is needed for two
training assistance technology fea- purposes (1) to provide detailec gui-
tures previously discussed. dance to the instructor to ensure that

relevant issues are covered in an
During the post problem critique the appropriate manner, and (2) to some-
instructor should encourage student what standardize the content of the
participation in the analysis of the training program should multiple in-
previous exercise. This is particu- structors be used.
larly true when training pilots who
usually have a wealth of exp,rience Below is an outline of what should be
upon which to draw. contained in an instructor's guide.
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I. Program Introduction B. Detailed lesson gui(es for .-ach
hour of clacsr(nm instrjction,

A. Purpose of the training program each simulator sssiun, and eaclh
feedback session.,

U . Uescription of the training pro-
gram

1. Each hour of classroom in-
C. Schedule struction should have op-

tailed:
D. Bridge Team Assi'4nments-(if ap- a. The specific topic to be

plicable) on and off watch covered (e.g., safe vessel
bridge team. locations (e.g., speed for a particular
on-watch team is on the bridge; size and type of vessel
off-watch team remotely observ- under a variety of opera-
ing) tional conditions)

b. The training methodology
II. Simulator Familiarization to be used -- detailing

sample questions to be
A. Description of simulator capabi- asked and points to be

lities-and limitations stressed
c. All training materials/

this classroom segment

C. Demonstration of ownship han- d. The number code of the
dling characteristics scenarios associated with

the particular topic ad-
D. Standing orders dressed

2. Each scena-in should have
Ill. Training Category detailed:

(e.g., shiphandling) a. The specific training ob-
jectives to be achieved,

A. Specific training objectives to including tne appropriate
be achiewed at the completion of performance measures and
the program. Objectives should standards
describe: b. The methodology to be fol

lowed (i.e., demonstration
1. Overt behavior of trainee hands-on)
2. The conditions under which c. The coded scenarios to be

the behavior is to be per- run (specific scenario
formed descriptions must be sup-

3. Perforearce measures and plied in an appendix)
standards (e.g., the trainee 3. Feedback sessions should nave
should demonstrate Droticien- detailed:
cy in handling a specific a. Training displays to be
type ana size of vessel to used, a description of
avoid collision and pass at a acceptable performance to
safe distance with other which the trainees' per-
traffic under various condi- formance can be compared
tions of wind, current, and and evaluated
water depth)
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C. Course Ivaluation/Student De- fh lowllowinq levels rprsnt types
brief ing ot instructor guides tht. ,may he used
I. Upon -completion of the entire in various trainiing progrwms.

training program the trainees
should be given the oppor- Level 1: No Documented Instructor's
tunity to verbally evaluace Guide. Each instructor teachies the
the program. They should course using his own structure, stra-
also be required to complete tegy, and materials. Little aetailed
a debriefing questionnai-re coordination or consistency in what is
regard'ing the various aspects taught exists between i.istructors.
of. training. It is recom-
mended that the debriefing Level II: Undocumented Instructor's
questionnaire request the Guide. No documented guide exists,
following information: however all elements of training are
a. Simulator comments '(e.g.,, periodically discussed and agreed upon

realism of visual scene, by all instructors teaching the
radar) course. This is apparent from

b. Training program coninents observed similarity among instructors'
(e.g., program organiza- materials, manners, and methods.
tion, length, instructor
effectiveness) Level, III: Documented Instructor's

c. General comnents (e.g., Guide. A written document is sup-
improvements in course) plied to all instructors teaching tne

course. It details the, overall plan
of training, the topics to be covered,

D. Appendices the training techniques to be employed
1. The following more detailed and the support materials to be used.

information should be con-
tained in the appendices to 3.3.6 Classroom Support Material
the instructor's guide as
appropriate: The types of material/media available
a. Student handouts including for the instructor to utilize during

a description ot the the classroom sessions is another, key
training program, training element of an effective simulator-
program schedule, standing based training program. Several types
orders, ownship handling of material/media that have been suc-
characteristics, descrip- cessrully employed in the past and
tion of the bridge con- should be considered for use at vari-
figuration, and the de- ous points throughout the training
briefing questionnaire to program include:
'be administered upon com-
pletion of the training * Traditional classroom chalkboard
program

b. Any written tests and * Appropriate scale charts of the
homework assignments geograpnic gaming area

c. Appropriate description of
test and training scenarios e Overhead projector transparencies

d. List of reference texts
used or case studies em- m Sound-slide presentations (i.e., an
ployed audio cassette tape synchronized

with a series of 35mm slides)
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% e Computer-generated (Iraphic feedback Level III: Advanced Support Media.
displays* ihe instrutctor uses state ot the 'art

med i a such is cctm~utt'-'-it e1
a Remote mon i toring of pilothouse graphics, remote movli t or ig i, , 1)d

personnel and key, navigation param- videotaping (is c]assrkloe, support
eters* material in addition to the tradition-

al support media/materials.
* Videotape monitoring of pilothouse

personnel and key navigation param- 3.3.7 Simulator/Classroom Mix
eters*

The proper combination of simulatcr
The selection of proper classroom sup- and classroom time is important for
port material/media' should take into effective simulator-based training.
consideration a number of factors in- There appears to be a tendency among
cluding (1) the subject natter content many pilots to want to spend the
of each training objective, (2) the entire training program conducting

skill levels of the students prior to exercises on the simulator. Such an
training, and (3) the strengths and approach may result in the trainees
weaknesses of the instructional gaining "experience" by primarily a
staff. As with the selection of trial and error basis. This, however,
traininq techniques, no single type of. usually is not the most effective or
classroom material/media will suffice most economical means of developing
when conducting a simulator-based the desired shiphandling/navigation
training program. A repertoire of skills. Adequate classroom time
different materials should be avail- (i.e., prebriefing and postbriefing)
able for the instructor to assist in should be included in the training
adapting for individual instructor and program in order to:
trdinee differences.

• Provide the trainees with the
Classroom support material 'can range necessary background knowledge
from traditional materials to advanced required to adequately complete the
technological materials, simulator exercise (prebriefing).

Level I: Basic Support Material. e Provide appropriate guidance to the
The instructor relys heavily on the trainees regarding the correct
use of the chalkboard and predeveloped action to be performec in a speci-
handout materials to illustrate the fic situatinn. For example, the
concepts of the subject matter being instructor might discuss the effect
taught. of alternative ' rudder magnitudes

and initiation points for navigat-
Level II: Support Media. The in- ing ownship through a 30 degree
structor uses media such as the over- turn in a buoyed channel, and also
head projector and sound slide presen- make an appropriate recommendation
tations in addition to the chalkboard prior to the simulator exercise
and predeveloped handout materials to (prebriefing).
illustrate the concepLs heing taught.

* Provide the opportunity for
seminar-type discussion in order to

*Note': See discussion of "Training increase student involvement and
Assistance Technology" under Simulator draw on the experience of the
Characteristics. trainees themselves.
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*"Evaluate and critique trainee per- cise although an initial classroom
formance on the simulator exercises session is provided for the parLi-
in a Thorough and prufessional cular trairing module.omanner.

e Limited postexercise feedback is

Sometimes logistical and economical given the student, possibly on the
considerations significantly redu..* simulator'while resetting scenarios.
the amount of simulator time available
for training (See Paragraph 3.3.8). * The instructor may provide appro-
Each trainee, however, should have an priate guidance and critique during
adequate simulator familiarization the actual exercise.
period in order to eliminate any con-
fusion with bridge hardware that may * May be appropriate for acquiring/
hinder the learning process. This refreshing basic-level skills, such
familiarization period should also be as the use of the rate-of-turn in-
sufficient to develop an appreciation/ dicator, that require repetition/
acceptance for the simulator's capa- practice by the individual pilot.
hility as a device for training the
identified skills. Each trainee Level II: Simulator/Postbriefing Mix.
should have the opportunity to have
hands-on experience at least once * A preexercise briefing in a class-
(preferably more) for each major topic room is not provided for each exer-
area addressed. For example, when cise although an initial classroom
instructing 'students in the use of a sesiion is provided for the parti-
rate-of-turn indicator for making con- cular training module.
sTant radius turns, each student
should handle the vessel in at least e The postbriefing session is compre-
one turn, although the geometry of the hensive and is conducted not on the
turn, the size of the ship and the simulator but in an appropriate
wind, current or visibility may vary classroom.
between students. In fact, these
parameters should vary in order to * May be appropriate for the later
ensure the development of generaliz- stages of training involving com-
able skills with a high probability of plex skills, such as Rules of the
transfer to at-sea situations. Road or Decisionmaking. These

skills generally 'equire the inte-
Experience has indicated that the pro- gration of a number of more basic
per simulator/classroom mix may vary skills. Early in training a pre-
depending on (a) the type of skills exercise briefing is important to
involved, (b) the proficiency/experi- provide the proper perspective for
ence levels of the trainees, and (c) learning. However, such guidance
the stages within the training pro- should be eliminated as training
cess. Several mixtures of classroom/ process. 'See Paragraph 3.3.4,
simulator time may be described as Positive Guidance.
follows:

s May be appropriate for the training

Level I: Predominant Simulator Time. of the above mentioned complex
skills when the trainees are

o A preexercise briefing in a class- already proficient in the basic
room is not provided for each exer- skills employed.
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Level II I: Prebriefing/Simulator/ rvsourcf'. .va i dlale for lraininr, iI.'
Postbriefing Mix. usually becomeis imperal iye that only

intensive, cosL effetI ive trainirnq
. A preexercise briefing in a class- programs he offered. Finally, the

room is provided for each exercise. length of the program may also be con-
strained by the amount of time ,that

The postbriefing session is compre- prospective trainees have available
hensive and is conducted not on the for such training. Based on all the
simulator but in an appropriate above considerations, training prograi
classroom. durations from I day (8 hours) to I

* week (40 hours) may be appropriate.
* May be appropriate for the initial Additional information on three dif-

training of complex skills as de- ferent program durations is provided
fined under Level II: Simulator/ below:
Postbriefing Mix.

Level I: One Day,(8-hours).
e This level appears most appropriate

for apprentice level training. 9 Appropriate for training involving
Experienced pilots generally do not limited subject material or acqui-
require and do not desire the sition of one basic skill such as
amount 'of preexercise guidance that use of the rate-of-turn indicator
is usually appropriate for appren- in constant radius turns.
tices.

e Appropriate for refreshing a
3.3.8 Training Program Duration limited number of skil'ls such as

the use of several advanced instru-
When determining the appropriate ments or the handling of a specific
length, of a simulator-based training vessel type that the pilot has not
program, a number of issues should be seen in several years.
considered. First of all, program
duration may differ based on the * Caution should be exercised when
nature of the skills to be trained, utilizing such a short course due
with the more corplex skills and situ- to the following reasons: (1) if
ations requiring task integration, bad habits have already been en-
These need lunger programs to ensure grained in the entering students,
mastery of both the basic and integra- sufficient training time may not be
tion skills. Second, the program available to overcome such undesir-
duration may vary based on the input able characteristics, '(2) suffi-
characteristics of the trainees. If cient training time may not be
the proficiency of the entering stu- available to ensure generalizable
dent's prerequisite skills is lower skills which are readily transfer-
than anticipated, additional training able to at-sea situations, and (3)
may be required, and hence a longer sufficient training time may not be
training program. Conversely, if the available to ensure high, retention
proficiency of the entering student is of skills particularly under
higher than anticipated, then a stressful situations.

.shorter training program may be suffi-
cient. Third, economics may impose a Level II: Three Days (24-hours).
restraint on the training program
duration. Due to the relatively high o Appropriate for training involving
cost of simulator time and limited broader subject material or acqui-
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sition of several basic skills, the training progrdm, the maximum
Training the use of multiple pilot- class size is, therefore, usually es-
ing instruments, such as rate-of- tablished. Training facilities would
turn indicator, racons, and preci- naturally want to maximize the number
sion navigation display, would' fall of students within a class for econo-
into this level. Likewise, three mic reasons. The input characteris-
days should also be considered for tics of the trainees, the qualifica-
training shiphandling relating to tions of the instructor, the avail-
unusual, high risk vessels such as ability of training assistance techno-
VLCC's or LNG vessels, particularly logy also can impact class' size. Ad-
if the pilot has not handled simi- ditional information on' three differ-
lar ships previously. ent levels of class size is outlined

below.
a Appropriate for refreshing a

greater number of skills than the Level I: Greater than Six Students.
Level i: One Day (8-hour) pro- Classes of this size may be effective
gram. Emergency shiphandling for in allowing the instructor or several

.,experienced pilots would probably students to demonstrate proper ship-

. fall into this level of Training handling/navigation techniques. Aadi-
Program Duration. tional benefits may be gained through

the use of the proper training assis-
Level III: Five Days (40-hours). tance technology to observe and ana-

" lyze performance (See . Paragraph
- Appropriate for training complex 3.2.7). However, generally speaking,

skills which involve the integra- class size of greater than 6 students
tion of other more basic skills. is not recommended at the pilot level
Apprentice pilot training in Re- due to the substantial reduction in
stricted Waters Navigation, Ship-. the amount of individual simulator

'handling, or Emergency Shiphandling "hands-on" training available. Stu-
should be considered for training dents at this level generally have
program of this duration. This adequate knowledge. It is with regard
would, of course, depend on the to the skill in applying that know-
existing skills and proficiency ledge where the training benefit

.. .. levels already possessed by the lies. It may, however, be appropriate
trainees. for some pprentice training objec-

tives. Class sizes on the simulator
3.3.9 Class Size should not exceed 10 under any circum-

stances; likewise, classroom class
The number of students in a simulator- sizes should not exceed 25 students.
based training program class is
another' important training program
characteristic. Several factors Level II: Six or Less Students.

L should be taken into consideration. This class size' is recommended for the
The principal factor is that all ' majority of training objectives at the
trainees should have' adequate simula- marine pilot level. It is small
tor hands-on training to acquire the enough for an appropriate amount of
desired skills, transfer them, and individualized instruction and an ade-
retain them withi" the operational quate amount of simulator "hands-on"
environment (See Pa-agraphs 3.3.12 and opportunities. A class size of four
3.3.13). Since only a finite amount pilots was employed during the suc-
of simulator time is available within cessful prototype program at CAORF.
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It should also he noted that for many evaluate the situation, take his ac-
training objectives it may be desir- tion and observe the result of his
able to divide the class for the simu- actions. Attempts L.) shorten sce--
lator exercises into bridge teams con- ncrios by eliminating any of these
sisting of two or three members each. e12ments may greatly reduce the effec-

• This allows greater particioation by tir'eless of the time on the simula-
the students and also provides 'the tor. Minimum time for a shiphandling/
opportj.ity to observe shiphandling navigation scenario appears to be
problems from the helmsman or master's about 20-30 minutes.
persnective.

Scenario complexity is another impor-
Level III: Thee or Less Students. tant consideration when designing a

* Clas,es of this size are recommended scenario for a simulator-based train-
for the development nf skills that ing program. It is recommended that
requie ronsiderable individualized the scenarios be designed within the
inst, A.tion ani a relatively high num- training program such that the com-
ber of ",diidual "hands-on" oppor- plexity level is progressively in-
turities. An example of a training creased as the latter scenarios are
area, in wh,ch classes of three or pre ited. That is, the initial scen-
less students may be appropriate, arios should be of lcw complexity, the
would Le Apprentice Pilot Shiphandling middle scenarios should be of medium
for the developmen of advanced skills complexity, and the final scenarios

V. in compew, atinq for bank effect, pass- should be of high complexity. This
ing ship effect, use of tugs, etc. type of structure allows the trainees
The individual pilot association to initially focus on the tasks to be
should, of cour.e, investigate and achieved without complicating the

accept the ' fidelity of the simulator situation with a variety of extraneous
for training these skills. conditions, thereby allowing, th?

trainees to first become proficient in

3.3.10 Scenario Design perForming various skills. (See cor-
responding discussion, paragraph

The scenarios- to be utilized as train- 3.3.12 Stre .s).
ing exercises within a simuiator-based
training program should be based on It is important that scenarios for
the identified training objectives. experienced pi ots be (a) relevant to

Considerable thought should be given their pilotage area and (b) provide an
to the design of these scenarios in appropriate level of difficulty. Ex-
order that each accomplishes its in- perienced pilots are not interested in
tended objective(s). Care should be performing tasks that they perform

* .- exercised that too many training ob- every day. They are interested in
jectives are not attempted in any one performing tasks on. the simulator that
s sce;ario. If more than one training they would not normally perforn at-
objective is covered during a sce- sea. Emergency or unusual operational
nario, they should be clearly priori- conditions appear particularly apprO-
tized as primary and secondary objec- priate.
tives.

Scenarios which are to be employed as
exercises during a simulator-based

Scenarios shouiid be sufficient in training program should be thoroughly
length to allow the hands-on, trainee checked-out and the necessary 'odifi-
to develop a mental awareness of the cations made prior to the commencement

. oroblem in the simulated environment; of the training. This check-out
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should involve several subjects with 3.3.11 Number of Scenarios
shiphandliny expertise equivalent to
that of the trainees expected for the The question of how many scenarios to
program. .Refinement of the scenarios employ within a simulator-based train-
after experience is gainec with the ing program in order to allow suffi-
training program should be encouraged cient practice on'various sequences of
in order to maximize the efficiency tasks will depend upon the training
and effectiveness of the training, objectives to be achieved. In gener-

al, for each training objective listed
Three levels of scenario design are within the training program there
discussed below. should be at least two somewhat simi-

lar corresponding simulator exercises
Level I: Basic Skill Scenario. which would incorporate all the tasks
This type of scenario usually involves required to achieve that objective.
a single task or a single skill such For example, if a training program had
as maneuvering a 30,000 dwi tanker the following shiphandling training
around a 30 degree turn in a buoyed objective: "the trainee should demon-
channel. These scenarios are usually strate high oroficiency in determining
relatively short in duration and allow safe vessel speed (+ 1 knot) when ban-
the student to focus attention on the dling a 110,000 dwt tanker in a high
specific skill to be developed. They traffic density, port approach scen-
are normally employed during the ini- ario wi-.' visibility between 1.0 to
tial stages of training, particularly 2.0 nautical miles" at least two scen-
with apprentice pilots. arios should be incorporated for

training this skill. Additional scen-
Level II: Intermediate Skill Scen- arios may be appropriate for training
ario. This type of scenario usually the same skill under different condi-
involves multiple tasks or multiple tions (i.e., visibility 10-12 nautical
skills, which the student may be re- miles, different levels of traffic
quired to perforn simultaneously. For density). In tact, sufficient scen-
example, the student may handle a arios with a wide variety of condi-
30,000 dwt tanker around a 30 degree tions should be employed in order to
turn in a buoyed channel while encoun- ensure that generalizable skills are
tering various traffic vessels. This being taught, which have a high proba-
type of scenario focuses the student's bility of transfer to at-sea situa-
attention on the integration of skills tions. If too few scenarios with too
that he has previously acquired. few conditions are utilized, a danger

exists that the trainee will acquire
Level III: Advanced Skill Scenario, only the specialized skill to handle a
This type of scenario is similar to few specific scenarios, which he may
that. discussed above for Level II, never encounter at sea. In fact, with
except that it involves the addition regard to restricted waters shiphan-
of operational noise or distractions ding training, if generalizable
which complicate the scenario. For skills are desired, not orly should
example, the student may handle the multiple scenarios 'be emIoyed but
30,000 dwt tanker in the 30 degree also multiple geographiL and environ-
turn previously mentioned while en- mental data bases (i.e., different
countering traffic vessels under re- ports). After sufficient scenarios
stricted visibility conditions or are available for developing the basic
degradation of propulsion power. skills, additional scenarios should
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then be incorporated into the training pilot in a difficult situation and
program for skill integration, stress, allow him to determine the correct
and overlearning considerations. (See approach over several trials. A pre-
discussions under corresponding Train- ferred approach would be to show the
ing Program Characteristics). correct action, or acceptable actions,

prior to putting the trainee in the
Level I: Minimal Practice. Suffi- simulator. Stress should be minimized
cient scenarios should be available for those aspects of shiphandling
for a particular training program ob- training that deal with normal condi-
jective such that at least one trainee tions. Attempts shoud also be made
completes the exercise successfully to minimize stress for abnormal and
prior to advancing to the next train- emergency conditions in order to faci-
ing program objective. litate the training of skills and

specific response patterns (e.g.,
Level II: Moderate Practice. Suf- crash stop). After the requisite
ficient scenarios should be available shiphandling skills have been achieved
for a particular training program ob- to the criterion level of performance,
jective such that at least two stress should be introduced in train-
trairnees compI ete the exercise suc- ing for the specific purpose of train-
cessfully prior to advancing to the ing the pilot to satisfactorily per-
next training program objective, form under stressful conditions. Such

methods of increasing stress would
Level III: Desired Practice. Suf- include increasing the traffic com-
ficient scenarios should be available plexity, reducing the time available
for a particular training program ob- to react to the given situation, add-
ji'ctive such that all trainees com- ing more noise on the radar, increas-
plete the exercise successfuliy prior ing the scenario complexity, having
to advancing to the next training pro- the pilot perform more tasks, etc.
grain objective. New skills would not be trained at

this time; rather, only the conditions
3.3.12 Stress would be changed from low to high

stress. Since pilots are likely to
This characteristic addresses the perform differently under strr.ss, such
issue of stress induced by the scen- training is desirable.
ario situations presented under each
training category. It should be noted
that high stress is generally consi- Level I: Low Stress.
dered disruptive to training since it
slows the learning process. Often, * Anticipated Shiphandling Tasks
th- instructor and his training stra- e Maximum Time Allotment
tegy is the greatest source of * Low Scenario Complexity'
stress. A positive approach by the e Minimum Noise/Distractions
instructor showing correct behavior is
usually most effective, as opposed to
a neg3tive approach that emphasizes Level II: High Stress.
trainee problems. The trial and error
learning approach followed by some @ Unanticipated Shiphandling Tasks
training facilities also has a high e Minimum Time Allotment
probability of inducing undesirable * High Scenario Complexity
stress. This approach would place the * Substantial Noise/Distractions
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Level IIl: Progressive Stress. false v'r,e 'f confi(l,,nce, which re-
sull .s in hi% takiil qrtpa.er risks than

* In. i,J I I rain ing Scenarios - low necesary a.-sfdJ based on , irf lated
%tr,,s percept ion o Ithi ab il it y to hind t

* 1 inl Iraining Scenarios - High the situ t.i on. rhis may h' part i:u-
Stri- s larly danjeruns if the scenario de-

* Stress Level Increased Ds Students signs are too easy and do not tax the
Adapt trainee's aoility to perfurm or pro-

vide him with a proper ser|he of thc c
3.3.13 Overlearning gravity of the situation.

Learning is the process by which the Two levels of this characteristic are
trainee acquires new sKills at the described below:
level of proficiency set forth in the
training objectives. Learning is said Level I: No Overlearning. Training
to be complete when mastery is ac- results in the achievement of the
hieved for a particular training ob- minimum acceptable performance stan-
jective. Overlearning occurs when the dards specified for each training pro-
learning/training process is continued gram objective.
beyond the achievement of the perfor-
mance standard by providing aaditional Level II: Desired Overlearning.
exposure to a variety of scenario Training results in the 'achievement of
situations that require the use of the the minimum acceptable performance
newly acquired skills. standards specified for each training

program objective if evaluated six
Overlearning is. a desirable character- months later under conditions of high
istic of the training process in that stress.,
it .improves the confidence of the
trainee and thus results in a greater 3.4 INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS
depth of skill, an assurance of skill (CRITICAL CHARACTERISTICS)
generalizahility to other situations,
a greater retention of skill after It is 'generally well-recognized in the
training, and a higher probability of training literature that the instruc-
using the learned skills when neces- tor can have a substantial impact on
sary. Overlearning has been found to the effectiveness of a particular
be a necessary condition to assure training program. Previous CAORF re-
adequate performnance during periods of search has indicated that the instruc-
emergency and stress and to assure tor is extremely critical for effec-
that the trained and measured perfor- tive shiphandling/ship bridge simula-
mance transfers to other situations tor training at the master/chief mate
and other aspects of thE situation level. It is believed that the in-
that were not measured. Hence, due to structor is also extremely, critical
the coimplexity of the shiphandling for effective training at the marine
problem, overlearning should often be pilot level although this ras never
accornplishe by pilots particularly been investigated directly. The
when the training objectives deal with qualifications of an effective in-
performance during emergency periods structor for simulator training are
and under other stressful conditions. complex. The following are the criti-

cal characteristics of an instructor
Caution should be exercised that over- for training marine pilots via a ship-
learning does not give the trainee a handling/shit bridge simulator' which
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are discussed in this section of the advantageous for improving his rapport
report: with the students.

e Mariner credpntials Level, III: Pilot License (Minimum
* Instriujtor credentials 10-Years At-Sea). An instructor with
* Subject knowledge these credentials would he desired for
* Instructor skills the majority of marine pilct si:ulator
* Instructor attitude training. Such credentials probably
* Student rapport would he required for training experi-
* InstruLtor evaluatinn enced pilots. Although a pilot's

license or endorsement appears to be
3.4.1 Mariner Credentials the best credentials, consideration

should be Siven to the potential in-
The. license level and at-sea experi- estructor's specific experience and the
ence of the instructor is important to currency of this experience, since the
ensure the creditability of the train- type and amount of restri.cted waters
irg program with the students. While shiphandlin expertise may vary widely
it is not necessary that a pilot-level among individual pilots.
instructor have a pilot's license,
lack of such credentials could provide 3.4.2 Instructor Credentials
a handicap that the instructor would
then have to overcome during the A fundamental background/experience in
training program. From the other per- teaching or instructional techniques
sp-ctive, the fact that ar instructor is an important characteristic for a
has a pilot's license does not ensure simulator-based training instructor.
that he is an effective instructor. The ability to organize a lesson, com-
Many other characteristics must be municate concepts, and relate to peo-
considered as outlined later in this ple is as critical when training
section. pilots as with other groups of compar-

able students. The potential -nstruc-
Level I: Master License (Minimum tor may have obtained his instructor
10-Years At-Sea). Instructors with credentials through any of tIefollow-
senior deck officer credentials are ing routes:
presently being successfully employed
in Sermany for the simulator training Level I: Previous Instructor Experi-
of marine pilots. Although different ence. A potential simulator-based
attitudes may exist between German training instructor may have acquired
pilots and American pilots, it is his inst;-uctor credentials through
believed that; while not recommended, experience in other non-simulator
it is possible for an instructor to be training programs involving students
effective in -training Felected skills of equivalent backgrounds. This indi-
to American pilots, without being a vidual may or may not have appropriate
pilot himself. educational certificates. However, it

is very important that he recognize
Level II: Pilot License (Minimum his role as an instructor and not sim-
3-Years At-Sea). An instructor with ply the coordinator of simulator exer-
this level of mariner credentials may cises.
be appropriate for apprentice train-
ing. In fact, recency of the instruc- Level If: Instructor Course. It
tor's own apprentice training may be would probably be appropriate for
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training facilities to provide their rare to find individuals who possess
potential instructors with special such depth of knowledge in the desired
training in the use of the simulator subject areas, it is perhaps more im-
as an educational tool even if the portant to ensure that the potential
individual has had previous; teaching instructor has the proper at'titude
experience. The unique nature of the towards seeking out a greater level of
simulator 'as a training dtvice, the knowledge on the subjects to be taught
high cost *of simulator-based training, in order to improve his base for in-
and the importance of the instructor struction (see paragraph 3.4.5).
in providing effective training,
appear to make it prudent that the Level I: Satisfactory Knowledge.
instructors be well-versed in the use
of their expensive trainiig device. * Understands all appropriate ship-
It would not be necessary that such a handling and navigation principles.
course be tailored to the facility's
specific simulator, although this a Understands the application of
would be desirable. these principles for a variety of

vessel types in a cross section of
Level III: Educational Certificate. operational situations.
A graduate of a recognized institution
which prepares individuals for careers Level II: Exhaustive Knowledge.
as teachers within a given state
school system. The individual's * Understands all appropriate ship-
training should be concentrated pre- handling and navigation princio1s.
ferably in the area of adult educa-
tion. It is anticipated that corimer- * Understands the application
cial training facili*ies may have dif- these principles for a variety of
ficulties in attracting individuals vessel types in a cross section of
with both satisfactory mariner creden- operational situations.
tials and this type of instructor cre-
dentials. However, it would appear * Understands the historical develop-
desirable for the. facility to encour- ment/evolution of present shipboard
age their new instructors to work equipment, operational procedures,
toward such an educational certificate. and regulations.

3.4.3 Subject Knowledge * Understands the impact of current
regulations and technological

'The knowledge and familiarity of the changes on the inherenL safety of
instructor with the subject material the navigation process.
to be presented is another imnortani
characteristic. The instructor should 3.4.4 Instructir Skills
have a high level of understanding in
the particular subject area in order The instructor skills are tn.,se gener-
to effectively communicate the con- ic skills used by the instructor to
cepts involved and, in some cases, condiict an effective training program,
their subtle applications. It is also drawing on available training tech-
desirable that he be a "student" of niques, aids, and materials. A highly
specific subject areas, such as Rules structured training program with ap-
of the Road, aids-to-navigation, ship- propriate supporting materials can
handling, etc., in addition to a suc- substantially assist the instructor,
cessful practitioner. Since it may be and thus help to ensure an effective
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training program. Automated, semi- lar student's performance on the exer-
automated, and manual training aids, cise.
such as the training assistance tech-
nology capabilities of the training The instructor should also possess the
device discussed earlier, can also ability to identify students requiring
substantially assist the instructor, special attention and provide same
Even with these types of assistance, without diverting the entire class for
however, the effectiveness of the long periods of time. In some cases,
training program will likely depend it may be more important that each
heavily on the instructional skills of trainee develop a basic understanding
the instructor -- such as his skill in and necessary skills in a particular
organizing and presenting informa- area, such as compensating for the
tion. These instructor skills may effect of current on a particular ves-
result from formal educdtion and/or sel, than moving on to another area,
experience; as such, they may be inde- such as passing ship effects, when
pendent of the instructor's formal only the advanced students have mas-
credentials. tered the required skills.

The training methods used should
The instructor should have the ability always be tailored to the training
to organize and conduct a comprehen- situation .-- training objectives, stu-
sive preexercise briefing, which will dents, instructor skills, training
effectively prepare the trainees by aids available, and so on. Research
directing their attention towards the conducted as a part of this project
key concepts to be experienced/ suggests that a seminar/case study
observed during the exercise. His methodology is effective for training
ability to explain these concepts us- experienced pilots. It provides for
ing language b'.st understood by the instructor guidance, detailed partici-
students is also important. During pation by the students in carrying out
the exercise, his ability to monitor the traininq process, and considerable
and supervise the students in a con- interaction between students and with
structive manner is critical. The the seminar cooe'inators. With this
proper amount of instructor interac- approach the experienced pilot stu-
tion with the students, particularly dents are part of the instructor team,
the individual conning the vessel, can with the coordinators acting to pre-
impact student motivation during the sent information, guide discussions,
training program. Some students tend and coordinate .activities. Their
to become discouraged if the instruc- breadth of experience should enable
tor is constantly offering "sugges- the rapid grasping of concepts and
tions." In the postexercise feedback their appropriate application to a
session, the ability of the instructor variety of situations. For i nexperi-
to focus on key problem areas in a enced pilots (e.g., apprentices), on
constructive manner will ' assist in the other hand, lectures would likely
maximizing the benefits received by be effective to augment the seminar
the student during the exercise. sessions, as a means of presenting
Well-designed computer-assisted feed- substantial amounts of information and
back displays will assist the instruc- a wide range of example applications.
tor in this area. However, he still Other appropriate instructional meth-
must tailor discussion to the particu- ods, should be used in accordance with

the respective training situation.
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Level I: Acceptable. * Evaluates student performance in a
positive manner which enhances
motivation.

L * dds LefdS i ridr disrussionsl in an
acceptable manner. e At least 90 percent of students

perform satisfactorily iftet in-
* Organizes classroom and simulator struction.

time in a manner which allows for
improvement. * Focuses trainiing on the class aver-

age, with some individual attention.
* Communicates 'concepts satisfactori-

ly. e Provides good feedback to the stu-
dents.

* Spends more time than is required
in applying concepts to operational Level III: Outstanding.
problems (e.g., too many sea
stories). e Leads seminar discussions in an

outstanding manner.
e Uses basically one type of teaching

method or training technique, * Organizes classroom and simulator
usually focusing on aspects of poor time very effectively; conducts
performance, highly structured classes, with

good difficulty progression across
* Evaluates student performance in a classes.

manner which some students may con-
sider abrasive, although most stu- 9 Communicates concepts extremely
dents find acceptable. well, using language best under-

stood by the trainees; present;
* At least 80 percent of students concepts in an interesting manner,

perform satisfactorily after in- relevant to their experiences.
struction.

* Applies concepts to operational
problems in a professional manner.

Level II: Desirable.
* Uses a variety of training tech-

* Leads seminar discussion well. niques effectively to adapt for
individual differences.

e Organizes classroom and simulator
time effectively; conducts a struc- * Effectively and accurately assesses
tured training program. student performance, including

strengths and weaknesses.
e Communicates concepts well;, speaks

clearly and interestingly. s, Focuses a substantial amount of
training on individual needs, par-

* Applies concepts to operational ticularly sensitive to the poorer
problems in a professional manner. performers in the class.

e Uses several training techniques . Provides highly detailea technical
satisfactorily to adapt for indivi- feedback, focusing on both good and
dual differences. poor aspects of performance.
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@ [.veluat*: i student performiance in a Level I I,: Positive.
pos t ive manner wh i;h enhances
motivation. , Conveys subject mat.ter in a posi-

tive, professional manne'r.
* One hundred percent of students

perform satisfactorily after in- i Stim:,lates moderate, sttudent parti-
struction. cipation in seminar discussions.

3.4.5 Instructor Attitude i Motivates students to attain the
proficiencies specified in the

The enthusiasm of the irstructor for course objectives.
the training program material and his
conviction as to the importance of the * Exhibits moderate interest in ti0
program are generally recognized as subject matter.
desirable instructor attributes. In-
structor enthusiasm is not only con- Level IIl: Enthusiastic.
tagious, but it also is the vehicle by
which discrepancies or obstacles in 6 Conveys subject matter in a con-
the training process are successfully tagious, professional manner.
overcome. This enthusiasm should be
sincere; the result of deeply held * Stimulates active student partici-
convictions by the instructor. The pation- in seminar discussions;
instructor's attitude should also be draws students into discussion.
professional in nature, treating the
development of sea-going skills from i Creates a sincere desire for at-
the proper perspective, due to the taining proficiencies over and
serious business of piloting today's above the specific course objec-
large ,.id 'costly vessels, with their tives.
sometimes hazardous cargos.

* Exhibits enthusiasm for the subject
The instructor, however, should not matter, and its application to
have an overbearing view of himself shiphandling.
and his job. Not only could this
reduce student motivation, but it 3.4.6 Student Rapport
could also limit student-instructor
interaction as discussed below in Stu- The simulator-based training instruc-
dent Rapport. tor should have the ability to develop

personal relationships- with the
Level I: Reserved. trainees wnich are, conducive to the

learning process. The students should
* Conveys subject matter with little feel free to ask questions without

emotion. fear of ridicule'. The instructor
should be empathetic and constructive

* Thoroughly answers but does not with his criticisms. He should pro-
encourage questions. vide appropriate support and encour-

agement during the training process.
* Neither motivates nor discourages While it is not necessary that an in-

students in attaining the profi- structor be well-liked by the stu-
ciencies specified in the course dents, it is important that they
objectives, respect him as a professional.
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Level i: Competent. 3.4.7 Instructor Evaluation

oInstructor possesses the technical Thi's c:harai tor is t ic t , ft," to the

skills and knowledge of the materi- evaluation o f instruct rs conducted
al being trained within the train- periodically by toe training racility,
ing program. to ensure consiitently hi,1h qjalitv of

instruction. Lac 1 facility shoul I
* Thoroughly answers but does not develop and implement its )w.ln proce-

encourage questions. dures regarding' evaluation interval-,
and evaliation criteria. two levels

* Instructor may not be viewed as of instructor evaluation' are discussed
shiphandler, although viewed as below.
technically competent.

Level I: 'Continuing. Instructor
Level IT: Respected. performance during each training pro-

gram is monitored via st udent post-
. Instructor possesses the profes- training proficiency tests and student

sional skills and knowledge of the evaluation forms in order to ensure
material being trained within the the maintenance of high standards at
training program. the training facility.

e Instructor viewed as an example of Level II: Diagnostic. At periodic
the proficiencies to be attained as intervals (e.g., every six months) or
a result Of the training program -- when the continuing 'evaluation indi-
viewed as a competent shiphandler. cates a problem, instructor perfor-

mance should be reviewed via a more
Instructor, approachable by students comprehensive evaluation. This evalu-
with questions concerninq the con- ation should provide the instructor

" cepts being taught. with constructive 'criticism of his
proficiency for each of the ,pplicable
training categories discussed in Sec-

Level III: Admired. tion 2.

* Instructor possesses professional The evaluation session should be one
skills ard knowledge suostantially in which the evaluators observe at
beyond those being taught within least two classroom segments and at

the training program. least two simulator exercises in a

particular training category.
e. 'Instructor viewed as an example of

the proficiencies to be attained as The following items should be evalu-
a result of many years of profes- ated regarding the instructor:
sional experience -- viewed 'as a
very competent and senior pilot. * Ability to organize a lesson

*.instructor easily approachable by * Ability to conduct a lesson
students with que,4.ions concerning
the concepts being taught; instruc- * Ability to commuoicate concepts
tor makes very definite effort to using language best understcod by
draw students into discussion. the students
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I thp i w.truIc.Lur's Iluvi.I o f under 6 M AiIi 1.y to i deri t i ty L idrint s re-
t -mrd i riq o f the parti '.u I .r sub j ect qi r inq %pec:iiil al.tetio and p.roll l~ -

dr'di Vi(i rig it wi thout.( divert inrg thv
entire class tor hwny perious (if

* Ability to utiflte var~uus Lraining t ime
technicj es effectively * ~ frtjhr~te~.:a

* Ability to monitor and supervise
the students in' a constructive e Professionalism of the instructor's
inanner attitude

*Ability to provide ronstructive is Ability to develop good student
feedback regarding d particular rapport
student's performance oi an exercise

* Improvement in student ptrformance
as a result of the, training plro-
vided.
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CHAPTER 4

"f- RECOMMENDED TRAINING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Pilots and pilot associations inter- One table exists for each of the ten
ested in shiphandling/ship bridge Candidate Marine Pilot Training
,imulator training, should thoroughly Modules previously identified. Each
investigate the potential henefits to table contains both the recommended
be derived from a given tra;ning faci- and minimum levels for each of the
lity. In order to properly accomplish critical training system characteris- *

this evaluation, nomerous judgements tics when training skills within a
should be made relating to each of the particular module. The recommended
critical training system character- level is the description of the speci-
istics identified and discussed in fic chararteristic, which has been
Chapter 3. The purpose of this sec- identified and discussed in Chapter 3,'
tion of the report is to provide the that the authors deem most appropriate
individual, who may be charged with for training the pilot skills within
such an evaluation, with relevant in- one of the training modules. The
formation and a decisionmnaking struc- minimum level of the characteristic is
* ture for making these judgements. the description of the most inexpen-

sive configuration of the particular
The recommendations of specific char- critical training system characteris-
acteristics for a marine pilot simula- tic that the authors judge to be ef-
tor-based training, system is not an fective for training the majority of
easy, task. Not only should the opti- pilot skills within the particular
mum characteristics be related to the module. Through a comparison of the
specific objectives of the training recommended and minimum levels ' for
program, but the effectiveness of each characteristics, a range of
training is the result of the interac- acceptability for the particular
tion of many complex factors. For training system characteristics may be
example, as previously mentioned, a established.
well-qualified instructor can compen-
sate for certain deficiencies in simu- It should also be noted that if a
lator design (e.g., limited norizontal training facility meets all the mini-
field-of-view). Likewise, a well- mum requirements fcr a particular
structured training program can assist training module, it still may not be
a marginal inst-uctor in organizing acceptable for training that module.
and implementing the course material. The minimum levels of these training

system characteristics are established
Individuals and organizations inter- on an item oy item basis. It is
estpd in evaluating the potential of a assumed that other elements of the
given training facility to provide training system could realistically' effective training for pilots should compensate in a properly designed
consider employing Tables 1-10 con- training system for this-minimum level

tained in this section of the report. of the characteristic. For example,
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in certain situations a black and Tables 1-10 may be employed as evalua-
white visual scene (i.e., minimum tion forms since space has been pro-
level) may be acceptable when color is vided for the evaluator's comments
reco mnended if the types of scenarios that may be appropriate for each cri-
employed, the structure of the train- tical characteristic. It is also
ing program, and the procedures uti- recommended that the individual con-
lized by the instructor minimize the duct 4ng tP-e evaluation summarize his
impact of this apparent simulator de- findiogs for each of the three major
ficiency. The reader is reminded that elements of the training system, name-

" the data contained in the following ly simulator design, training program
r. tables are the authors' interpretation structure, and instructor qualifica-

of the guidelines set forth in Chapter tions. A form similar to Table 11 may
3 for each of the Candidate Marine be employed for this purpose. Such
Pilot Training Modules. For more in- documentation forces the evaluator to
formation concerning the relationship consider the contribution of each ele-
between the effectiveness of training ment of the training system prior to
and the particular training system his establishment of the facility's
characteristics, please refer to potential to provide effective train-

A Chapter 3. ing in the desired'skill area.
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IABLL 1. EMERGENCY SHIPHANDI.ING - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

, Geographic Area Restricted Waters
- Generic No Landmass

Horizmhtal FOV Greater Than 2400 1200 to' 2400

Vertical FOV Greater Than +150 +100 to +150

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

Radar Presentation Low Fidelity No Radar

Bridge Configuration Full Bridge Full Bridge

Ownship Characteristics Special Effects Special Effects

Exercise Control -Instructor Exercise Exercise-Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel Control Independently Canned Traffic
Maneurverable

Training Assistance

Technology Feedback Displays None

-Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Apprentice - Direct Direct Skill Improve-
*- Improvement - Refresher Training

Others .Specific Operational
Specific Opera- Training

STraining,

Skill Before ,Training Evaluation Via No Diagnostic Evaluation
Discussion
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1ABIE 1. EMERGENCY SHIPHANDLING - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

CriLica1 Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

1:AINING PROGRAM (Continued)

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured

Training Techniques

Knowledge of Require-
ments Various Techniques Various Techniques

Positive Guidance Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training Group Adap.ive No Adaptive Training

Postprobiem Critique Single Exercise,
Multi-media Single Exercise, Verbal

Instructor's Guide Documented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc-
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Simulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefing
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program Apprentices - 5 Days
Duration (40 hrs)

Others - 3 Days (24 3 Days (24 hrs)
hrs)

Class Size 3 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

J Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

*Overlearning Desired Overlearning No Overlearning
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TABLE 1. EMERGENCY SHIPHANDLING -TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Reconmmended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Leve'ls Levels Commients

INSIRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Pilot License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-Sea) At-Seai)

instructor Credentials Instructor Course Educational Certifi-'
c ate

Subject Knowledge Exhaustive knowledge, Satisfactory knowledge

instructor Skills Outstanding Acceptab le

Instructor Attitude Enthusiastic Reserved

Student Rapport Respected Com~petent

nstruc~or Evaluation - Continuing - Continuing

- Diagnostic - Diagnostic
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TABLE 2. SHIPHANDLING -TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

Critical Recommtended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels, -Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geographic. Area Restricted Waters
- Generic Coastal

Horizontal FOV 1200 to 2400 1200 to 2400

Vertical FUV +1U03 to +150 +100 to +150

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-Color Black and White

Radar Presentation Low Fidelity No-Radar

Bridge Configuration Full bridge Reduced Bridge

(Jwnship Characteristics Special Effects Shallow Water

Exercisp Contro. Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel.Control Indeoendently Maneu- Canned
verab le

Training Assistance
Te-chnology Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability.

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Direct Skill Improve- Direct Skill Improve-
ment ment

Skill 3e'c're Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
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TABLE 2. SHIPHANDLING - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum, Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

TRAINING PROGRAM (Continued)

Training Techniques

Knowledge of
Requirements Various Techniques Various Techniques

Positive Guidance Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training G'oup Adaptive, No Adaptive Training

Postp-oblem Single Exercise,
Critique Multi-media, Single Exercise, Verbal

Instructo's Guide Documented Instruc' Undocumented Instruc-
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Simulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simu lation/Postbrief-
Duration tion/Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program. .5 Days (40 hrs) 3 Days (24 nrs)
Duration

Class Size 3 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearning ' Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Pilot License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-Sea) At-Sea)
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TABLE 2. SHIPHANOLING - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDLLINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum S
Characteristics Levels Levels

INSTRUCTOR (Continued)

instructor Credentials Instructor Course Educational Certifi-
cate

Sub'ject Knowledge Exhaustive Knowledge Satisfactory Knowledge

Instructor Skills Outstanding Acceptable

Instructor Attitude EnLhusiastic Reserved

Student Rapport Respected Competent

Instructor Evaluation - Continuing - Continuing
- Diagnostic - Diagnostic
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TABLE 3. VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's

Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geographic Area Restricted Waters
- Generic Coastal

Horizontal FOV 1200 to 2400 1200 to 2400

Vertical FOV +100 to +150 +100 to +150

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

Radar Presentation Low.Fidelity No Radar

Bridge Configuration Full Bridge Reduced Bridge

Ownship Characteristics Special Effects Special Effects

Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel Control Independently Maneu- Canned
verable

Trai ning Assistance
Technology Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Dir,?ct Skill Improve- Direct Skill Improve-
meit ment

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
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TABLE 3. VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS - TRAINING *YSTLM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recnunended Miblimum Ev.luator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

TRAINING PROGRAM (Continued)

Training Techniques

Knowledge of
Requirements Various Techniques Various Techniques

Positive Guid,ce Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training Grcup Adaptive No Adaptive Training

Postproblem Sirgle Exercise,
Critique Multi-media Single Exercise, Verbal

Instructor's Guide Documented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc-
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Simulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefing
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program 3 Days (24 hrs) 1 Day (8 hrs)
Duration

Class Size 3 Gr Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearnirg Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Pilot License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-sea) At-sea)
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TABLE 3. VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Reconmnended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Connents

INSTRUCTOR

Instructor Credentials 'Instructor Course Eduicational Certiiicate

•,Subject Knowledge Exhaustive Knowledge Satisfactory Knowledge

Instructor Skills Outstanding Acceptable

Instructor Attitude Enthusiastic Reserved

Student Rapport Respected Competent

Instructor Evaluation - Continuing - Continuing
- Diagnostic - Diagnostic
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TABLE 4. PILOTHOUSE PROCEDURES - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINIS

Critical Recommended Minimum. Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geographic Area Restricted Waters
- Generic Coastal

Horizontal FOV 120 u to ?40o 1200 to 2400

Vertical FOV +100 to +150  +50 to +100

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Radar Presentation Low Fidelity Low Fidelity

Bridge Configuration Full Bridge Full Bridge

Ownship Characteristics, Special Effects Sallow Water.

Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel Control Independently Maneu- Canned Traffic
verable

Training Assistance - Remote Monitoring
Technology - Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill' After Training Direct Skill Improve- Direct Skill Improvt-
ment ment

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
sion tion
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TABLE4. PILOTHOUSE PROCEDURES - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's

Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

TRAINING PROGRAM (Continued)

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured

Training Techniques

Knowledge of
Requirements Various Techniques Various Techniques

Positive Guidance Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training Group Adaptive No Adtitive Training

Postproblem Single Exercise,
Critique Multi-media Sinq Exercise, Verbal

Instructor's Guide Documented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc-
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Simulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefing
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training'Program 5 Days (40 hrs) 3 Days (24 hrs)
Duration

Class Size 6 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearning Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentiais PilotLicense Master License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 10 Years
At-sea At-sea)
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TABLE 4. PILOTHOUSE PROCEDURES -TRAINING SYSTLM GUIDJEL[NES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum Fvaluator's

Characteristics Levels Levels Commuents

INSTRUCTOR (Continued)

IInstructor 'Credentials Instructor Course Lducational Certificate

Sjbject Knowledge Exhaustive Knowledge Sa tisfactory Knowledge

Instructor Skills Outstanding Acceptable

IInstructor'Attituae Entnusiast'ic Reserved

Stud~ent Rapport Respected Competent

Instructor Evaluation - Continuing - Continuing

I- biaynostic - Diagnostic
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TABLE 5. ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINI.S

Critical Re.ommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geographic Area Restricted Waters
- Generic Coastal

Horizontal FOV 1200 to 2400 900 to 1200

Vertical FOV +100 to +150 +50 to +100

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Radar Presentation High Fidelity Low Fidelity

Bridge Configuration Full Bridge Reduced Bridge

Ownship Characteristics Shallow Water Shallow Water

Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel Control Preprogrammed None

Training Assistance
Technology Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Direct Skill Improve- Direct Skill improve-
ment ment

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
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TABLE 5. ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

TRAINING PROCRAM (Continued),

'Training Techniques

Knowledge of
Requirements Various Techniques Various Technques

Positive Guidance Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training Grcup Adaptive No Adaptive Training

Postproblem Sirgle Exercise,. Single Exercise, Verbal
Critique Multi-media

TRAINING PROGRAM

Instructor's Gu4 Documented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support MediaS Material Media

Simuldtor/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefing
Uuration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Train'ing Program 3 lays (24 'hrs) 1 Day (8 hrs)
Duration'

Class Size 3 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

"j Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress
'1

Overlearning Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Master License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 10 Years
At-sea At-sea)
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TABLE b.AVDANCED INSTRUMENTATION -TRAINING SYSTEM GUJIDELINES (Continued)

* Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Conmments

INSTRUCTOR (Continued)

Instructor Credentials Instructor's Course Educational Certificate

'y.Subject Knowledge Exhaustive knowledge Satisfactoiry knowledgje

Instructor Skills Oaitstanding Acceptable

Instructor Attitude Enthusiastic Reservec

Student Rapport Respected Competent

Instructor Evaluation - Continuing - Continuing
--Diagnostic -Diagnostic
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TABLE 6. RESTRICTED WATERS NAVIGATION - TRAINING SYSTEM G&.,iE! INLS

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geographic Area Restricted Waters Restricted Witfrs
- ort Specific - Generic ,

Horizontal FOV 12GO 'to 2400 1200 to 240o

Vertical FOV +10 to +150 +100 to +150

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

Radar Presentation Low Fidelity Low Fidelity

Bridge Presentation Full Bridge Full Bridge

Ownship Characteristics Shallow Water Shallow Water

Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection

Ccontrol

!raffic Vessel Control Preprogrammed None

Training Assistance
Technology- Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Direct Skill Improve- Direct Skill Improve-
ment ment

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
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TABLE 6. RESTRICTED WATERS NAVIGATION - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluatorc,
Characteristics Levels Levels (omments

TRAINING PROGRAM (Contiiuec)

Training Techniques

Knowledge of

Requirements V~rious Tecnniques Various Techniques

Positive Guidance Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training Group Adaptive No Adaptive Training

Postprobiem Critique Single Exercise, Single Exercise, Verbal
Multi-media

TRAINING PROGRAM

Instructor Guide Documented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc
*tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Simulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefing
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program 5 Days (40 hrs) 3 Days (24 hrs)
Duration

Class Size 3 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Desiqn Vrious Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stres3 Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearning Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Pilot License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-sea At-sea)
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TABLE 6. RESTICTEfJWATER(I NAVI ' AI1ON -TR~AINING SYSTEM GUJIDLINES (Continued)

Critical Rec2.mlended Minimumi Evaluator's

Cnaract'erivstics Levels Levels Comments

INSTRU2:TOR (Continued)

t~r %v 1 f ,itendirnq Acceptable

""t-r tr At t I tude i nthius i %t iC fkeserved

',t 5rt kai~port Re,,pected Competent'

Instrjutur lvdluation - %ontinuing - Continuing

* - loia'nostic - Diagnostic
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TABLE 7. RULES OF THE ROAD - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Gpofraphic Area Restric ted Waters
- Generic Coastal

Horizontal FOV ?0 to 2400 1200 to 2400

Vertical FUV, °10 to +150 +100 to +150

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

Radar Presentation Low Fidelity Low Fidelity

Bridge Presentation Full Bridge Reduced bridge

Ownship Characteristics Special Effects Shallow Water

Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel Control Independently Maneu- Preprogrammed
verable

Training Assistance - Remote Monito-ing
Technology - Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Direct Skill Improve- Direct Skill Improve-
ment ment'

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
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TABLE 7. RULES OF Thi, ROAD -TRAINING SYSTLM GIW iJ INE', (ConL inueo i

Critical Reconxmended M in imum IFvaluator's
Characteristic% L-?vels Levels Cimmn tts

TRAINING PROGRAM (Continued)

Training Tecnniques

Krowiedge of
Requirements Variou'i Techniques Variou% Techiniques

Positive Guidance Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training Grcup Addptive No Adapt*vs Irainirnq

Pow.tproblefn Critique Sirgie EAercise, Single Exercise,
Critique MLlti-media Verbal

TRAINING PROGRAM

Instructor Gu ide Dorumented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc-
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Simulator/Classroom Prebri efinq/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefinq
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program 3 Days (?4 hrs) 1 Day (8 hrs)
Duration

ClasF Size 6 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearning Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Pilot License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-sea) At-sea)
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TABLE 1. RULES OF THEf ROM~ TRAINING YSIiM GIIJIAH IN[% (Continued'.

Critical Recomwunnded Minimum Lvalu~itorls
Characteristics Levels Levels Conviwnt-.

INSTRUCTOR (Continued)

r'-Itr4ctur Credentials Inlstructor's~ Course Educdtionil rtfa.

K~~rtrnow~ledge Lxhau~tiveknowleage Satisfactory knowltedyt'

Instructor '4011ls Outstanding Acceptable

Instructor Attitude 1lotiusidtic Reservf.d(

Autdent Rapport Respected Competwnt

Instructor Lvaluat ion - C.ontinuiing -*Continuing

- Diagnostic -Diagnostic
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TABLE 8. VESSEL-TO-VESSEL COMMUNICATION. -

TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

Critical Recommended Minimum Lvaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geographic Area Restricted Waters Restricted Waters
- Generic - Generic

Horizontal FOV 1200 to 2400 1200 to 2400

Vertical FOV +100,to +150 +100 to +150

,Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Radar Presentation Low Fidelity Low Fidelity

Bridge Presentation Full Bridge Reduced Bridge

Ownship Characteristics Special Effects Shallow Water

Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Lxercise Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel Control Independently Maneu- Preprogrammed,
verable

Training Assistance - Remote Monitoring
Technology - Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Direct Skill Improve- Direct Skill, Improve-
ment ment

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagrostic Evalua-

sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
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TABLE 8. VESSEL-TO-VESSEL COMMUNICATIONS -
TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

TRAINING PROGPAM (Continued)

Training Techniques

Knowledge of
Requirements Various Techniques Various Techniques

Positive Guiaaace Various Techniques Various Techniques

Adaptive Training Group Adaptive No Adaptive Training

Postproblem Critique Single Exercise, 'ingle Exercise,
Critique Multi-media Verbal

Instructor Guide Documented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Siriulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefing
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program 3 Days (24 hrs) 1 Days (8 hrs),

Duration

Class Size 3 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearning Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot Licer e Pilot License
(Minimum l Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-sea At-sea)
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TABLE 8. VESSEL-TO-VESSEL COMMUNICATIONS-
TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES,(Continued)

Critical Reu~ommended Minimuni Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels 'Coaknents

INSTRUCTOR (Continued)

instructor Credentials In,.truc~or's Course 'Educational Certificate

lbject Knowledge Exhlaustive knowledge Sdtisfactory knowledge

Instructor Skills Outstanding, Acceptable

Instructor Attitude Enthusiastic Reserved

Student Rapport Respected Competent

Instructor Evaluation ,- Continuing - Continuing

- Diagnostic - Diagnostic
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TABLE 9. ADVANCED VESSEL-TO-VESSEL COMMUNICATIONS -
TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

Critical Recoresnded Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR( DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geograpt, ic Area Restri cted Waters Restricted Waters
- Generic - Generic

Horizont~l FOV 1200 to 2400 1200 to 2400

Vertical FOV +100 to +150 +100 to +150

Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

Radar Presentation Low Fidelity Low Fidelity

Bridge Presentation Full Bridge Reduced Bridge

Ownship Characteristics Special Effects Shallow Water

Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection
Control

Traffic Vessel Control Independently Maneu- Independently Maneu-
verable verable

Training Assistance - Remote Monitoring
Technology - Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

Skill After Training Direct Skill Improve- Direct Skill Improve-
ment ment

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
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TABLE 9. ADiANCED VESSEL-TO-VESSEL COMMUNICATIONS -
TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

TRAINING PROGRAM (Continuedj

Training ,Ter;iques

Knowledge .
Requirement Various Techniques Various Techniques

Positive Guidance Various Techniques Various lechniques

Adaptive Training Group Adaptive NO Adaptive Training

Postproblem Critique Single Exercise, Single Exercise,
Multi-media Verbal

Instructor Guide Documented Instruc- Undocumented Instruc-
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

Simulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefing
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program 3 Days (24 hrs) 1 Day (8 hrs)

Duration

Class Size 3 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearning Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Pilot License
(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-sea At-sea)
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'* TABLE 9. ADVANCED VESSEL-TO-VESSEL COMMUNICATIONS -
TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical fecommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

INSTRUCTOR (Continued)

Instructor Credentials Instructor'sCourse Educational Certificate

Subject Knowledge Exhaustive Knowledge Satisfactory Knowledge

Instructor Skills Outstanding Acceptable

Instructor Attitude Enthusiastic Reserved

Student Rapport Respected Competent

Instructor Evaluation Continuing - Continuing
- Diagnostic - Diagnostic

.8*1

2,
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TABLE 10. DECISIONMAKING - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES

Critical Reconinended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

SIMULATOR DESIGN

Visual Scene

Geographic Area Restricted Waters Restricted Waters
- Generic - Generic

g Horizontal FOV 1200 to 2400 1200 to 2400

Vertical FOV +100 to +150 +100 to +150

* Time of Day Day/Night Night Only

Color Multi-color Black and White

. Radar Presentation' Low Fidel'ity Low Fidelity

Bridge Presentation Full Bridge Full Bridge

Ownship Characteristics Special Effects Special Effect's

* Exercise Control Instructor Exercise Exercise Selection
Control

• Traffic Vessel Control Independently Maneu- Independently Maneu-
verable verable

Training Assistance - Remote Monitoring
Technology - Feedback Displays None

Availability High Availability High Availability

TRAINING PROGRAM

-' ~-Skill After Training ,Apprentice - Direct - Direct Skill Improve-
Skill Improvement - Refresher Training

Otherh - Refresher
"L Training

Skill Before Training Evaluation Via Dis- No Diagnostic Evalua-
* sion tion

Training Objectives Highly Structured Moderately Structured
S
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TAbLE 10. DECISIONMAKING TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES (Continued)

Critical Recommended Minimum Evaluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

TRAINING PROGRAM (Continued)

Training-Techniques

Knowledge of
Requirements Various Techniques Various Techniques

Positive Guidance Vdrious Techniques Various lechniques

Adaptive Training Group Adaptive No Adaptive Training

Postproblem Critique Single Exercise, Single ExercisE,
- Multi- media Verbal

Instructor Guide Documehted Instruc- Undocumented In:tr.c-
tor's Guide tor's Guide

Classroom Support .Advanced Support Basic Support Media
Material Media

U Simulator/Classroom Prebriefing/Simula- Simulation/Postbriefino
Duration tion Postbriefing Mix

Mix

Training Program 3 Days (24 hrs) 3 Days (24 hrs)
Duration

'Class Size 3 Or Less Students 6 Or Less Students

Scenario Design Various Levels Various Levels

Number of Scenarios Desired Practice Moderate Practice

Stress Progressive Stress Progressive Stress

Overlearning. Desired Overlearning No Overlearning

INSTRUCTOR

Mariner Credentials Pilot License Pilot License
-(Minimum 10 Years (Minimum 3 Years
At-sea At-sea)

Instructor Credentials Instructor Cour;e Educational Certificate
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TABLE 10. DECISIONMAKING - TRAINING SYSTEM GUIDELINES .(Continued)

I Critical Recommended. Minimum Evdluator's
Characteristics Levels Levels Comments

INSTRUCTOR (Continued)

Subject Knowledge Exhaustive Knowledge Satisfactory Knowledge

Instructor Skills Outstanding Acceptable

Instructor Attitude Enthusiastic Reserved

Student Rapport Respected Competent

* Instructor Evaluation - Continuing - Continuing
- Diagnostic - Diagnostic

-9

I

i

I
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TABLE 11. EVALUATION SUMMARY: EK vc Y A§P

.IS'IJLATQR DESIGN

Excellent' Saifat Marginal Iiwartisfdc tory

C oe n t s 0 / /0// .-ON I- FX-D OF V/L W L/wiT5.j :4

EX ER/? 15 r--5. 5Imu,1-tQ/0AJ OP- [319A/< E-.FPrc.r--7bX/

No WE VL=-R 5 E4 00 vi EQUJP( -tRW J1CE: f

P QF-DL3F? C K( V'-5 PL PY3. D rc;Af 1, 72 LV-.

TRAINING PROGRAM

Excellent 'Satisfacto) Mirginal Unsatisfactory

Comments: PPP(-?oP1?firc ir.~,I F~~cr~~ /QEM r,,E

AND uJmPLOYE-0- _P21?5ITIVL= CVI1iY'NC(--k A1IID(4fL-'

IqCfr--7IVE 7ThqNING E-MPH45-T2C-t:-. 5LffiODLi'f-

INSTRUCTOR

Excellent- Satisfafctory Marginal Unsatisfactory

Comments: 57RONQ M41?lr-' plvND xt-Iv5r-fzacT-0 cfgovft7rAL.5.
EAtCELLEYT gqPP7,7T VVITN 5-ruDE-wTr-. U 7 )Q VD

OVERALL

(ACCETL UNACCEPTABLE

*Comments: /rEco m m&Nc ivo op r T-H e 5DOC-hqr(O R eOL

F'Q? U EXP'LEP/ EPvCrD PILOr5 IN 71/-e5t~I
WT4-/D-RAH F 9f? FU(RTfi-t? gvq LV, r'OAj.
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